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The · .Dally Eastern News 
Friday, February 18, � 983 
will be warmer with a 40 percent 
chance of rain or drizzle. Highs in 
the mid to upper 30s to low 40s. 
Saturday will be partly cloudy and 
warmer with highs in the upper 50s 
or low60s. 
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Student Senate t8bl8S� 
She's got style 
Fashions designed by Carney Wiggens were modeled in the Union 
Ballroom Thursday as part of the event� held during Black Awareness mon-
th. (News photo by Dan Halinski) · . 
·pass�f ail option request 
by Keith Clark 
The Student Senate was presented with 
a request Wednesday for senate support 
of two proposed changes in the pass-fail 
option currently offered to Eastern 
students . 
The request made by College of Arts 
and Sciences Dean Jon Laible states that 
the Arts and Sciences Student Advisory 
Committee is proposing the modifications 
and has asked the Coun�il on Academic 
Affairs to discuss the pass-fail option. 
The senate voted to table the request 
for support of the proposals until its next 
meeting, at which Laible is scheduled to 
address' the senate concerning the matter. 
The committee's  first proposal advises 
that a change should be made iO the time ·period the registration office will accept 
pass-fail request cards. 
Currently, students have .two class days 
to decide if they wish to take a course 
pass-fail, but the committee is requesting 
that the time period be extended to 10 
class days . 
The committee's  reason for the change, 
a·s stated in the proposal , is "the current 
Aid opportunities 
decision time is so brief that, in some in­
stances, the class in question has not met 
even once before a pass-fail decision must 
be made. "  
The committee i s  also asking the CAA 
to consider the possibility of allowing a 
student to earn a grade of A even if a 
course is taken under the pass-fail option. 
The request asks that students who 
have chosen the pass-fail option and earn 
a grade of either A or F have that grade 
recorded · on their transcript. Students 
receiving a B, C or D grade would con­
tinue to have "pass" recorded on their 
transcript . 
The committee contends, " faculty have 
observed that a student taking a course 
pass-fail may d9 very well in the course 
only to let w·ork quality deteriorate as 
demands of courses taken for regular 
grades increase. "  
The committee termed that tendency "a 
waste for students and faculty" and 
recommended the new grading policy 
because it would "provide incentive for 
students to do well in classes taken pass­
f ail . , ,  
Financial seminar planned 
by Debbie Coventry 
Students will have a chance to learn 
about numerous opportunities for finan­
cial aid Sunday at a financial aid seminar 
sponsored by the Student Awareness 
Committee. 
John Flynn, associate financial aid 
directo.r, said he will discuss all areas of 
assistance available through Eastern's 
financial aid office. 
Flynn will also explain bow the Illinois 
State Scholarship Commission and the Il­
linois Guaranteed Student Loan program 
work for the student . 
He added that applications for · the 
ISSC and IGSL will be available at the 
seminar. 
Kenneth Hesler of University Relations 
will be providing information on scholar­
ships and special awards listed in the 
1 98 1 -82 university catalog. 
Hesler said students often forget or do 
not realize that financial aid information 
is available in the catalog. 
Hesler will explain the history of some 
of the special awards and offer informa­
tion concerning eligibility and application 
procedures for the aid . 
· Hesler said the scholarship and award 
amounts usually range from $100 to 
$2,000, and added that last year close to 
140 persons were presented with scholar­
ships and awards . 
The financial aid seminar is scheduled 
for 7 p .m.  Sunday in the old Union 
Ballroom. 
Science, forensics travel hit hardest by budget cuts 
� � . 
(Editor's Note: The following article is · - ·� 0�� create a great deal of difficulty pro- department. 
the third in a series ·Of seven stories 00� •0, �'4. viding exposure for them. "  · The zoology department and other 
detailing the recent budget cuts each of ��� -.� � Because they cannot participate in as science departments also received 
Eastern 's schools were required to Budget Cuts •• many tournaments, new members will s.evere reductions in the commodities 
make.) gain less experience than older students line, which includes money for 
by Nancy Bridges did, he added. chemicals and gla�sware for lab classes 
Budget reductions in the College of The members also will have less ex- and office supplies, Laible said . 
Arts and Sciences had a major effect faculty committed to attending posure to new issues. "This could However , Goodrich said · all  
on- faculty and students' ability to meetings will receive about 1 0  percent potentially be reflected in terms of our laboratory supplies needed within the 
travel, especially in the sciences and less in reimbursement for the trips . success, " Shelton said. It· could even zoology department would be available 
forensics departments, university of- _Another area which suffered from affect the team's  ability to qualify for this spring. Instead of cutting lab 
ficials said recently . travel cuts was forensics . the national debate tournament. materials, Goodrich said he decided to 
Travel to attend meetings and to Mike Shelton, debate coach, said the The lack of travel funds also could cut office supplies . 
conduct research is necessary to keep forensics travel budget was reduced by affect faculty as well as· members of the ' 'Any reductions are reductions in 
faculty up-to-date on developments in $ 1 ,  700. Travel funds remaining after forensics teams adversely. necessary material," he added. 
their fields, Jon Laible, dean of the the cut totaled approximately $ 1 ,500, If faculty members do not travel for The office supply reductions might 
College of Arts and Sciences, said. but the remaining $1,500 was com- research and meetings ,  faculty mean a shortage of items such as paper 
Reducing or eliminating faculty travel - pletely used up by Feb. 1 .  development could be limited, zoology and typewriter ribbons before the end 
ultimately will lower the quality of in- Shelton said he would be able to department chairman Mike Goodrich of the year, he said. 
struction, he added. transfer $ 1 ,500 to the travel line from said. · Funds for supplies including paper 
Laible said the travel fund reduc- the contractual services budget, an area Goodrich said although faculty and computer cards needed for 
tions were painful because " it 's  an area where less funding is used. travel to attend meetings and conduct research also were reduced in the 
we're low in in the first place.' ' However, two team tournaments research will not be eliminated, faculty forensics budget, Sheltc>n said. 
David Ebdon, chemistry department and one individual tournament have members will receive little or no reim- This will limit .debate members' 
chairman, said the travel fund loss had to be canceled, Shelton said. bursement for their expenses. ability to do research and to mass-
within the chemistry department has Approximately eight students par- Goodrich also said travel reductions produce it, he said. 
eliminated any recruiting of new ticipate in forensics each semester, will not cause the cancellation of plan- In addition, Ebdon said th� 




Khadafy calls gulf off limits 
LIBYA-Libyan leader Col. Moammar Khadafy vowed 
Thursday to turn the Gulf of Sidra into a "red gulf of blood'r 
if the U.S. aircraft carrier Nimitz and its battle group dare to 
re-enter the disputed bay in the southern Medit,erranean. 
President Reagan has said there are no plans to involve 
U.S. forces in the region if Libya clashes with Sudan, its U .S . ­
backed neighbor, but that American troops have a right to  de­
f end themselves if fired upon. 
Two U . S. jet fighters conducting war games from the 
Nimitz shot down a pair of Libyan planes after being fired on 
over the gulf in August 1981, and the Nimitz and its battle 
group just completed another set of maneuvers there. 
' 'Entering Sidra means an invasion of Libya. The Libyan 
people want to live as free people and won't  accept foreign 
occupation." Khadafy told his Parliament in the Libyan 
capital of Tripoli . 
Reports imply end of recession 
WASHINGTON-Factory use is up for the first time in 
nearly a year, and fewer Americans are filing initial jobless 
claims, the government said Thursday. The reports spurred 
wider agreement that the recession has ended. 
The new indicators followed President Reagan's  claim 
Wednesday night that "as a result of the economic program 
we already have in place, the recovery is beginning to flex its 
muscle . ' '  
Commenting after Thursday's reports were released, 
private analyst Allen Gutheim said, "Everybody's  very 
upbeat all of a sudden. "  
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Thompson asks Supreme Court 
to allow state to· proceed with cuts 
CHICAGO (AP)- Attorneys for Gov. James 
R. Thompson asked the Illinois Supreme Court 
on Thursday to let the state proceed with a $55 
million medical aid cut, arguing that drastic ac­
tion is needed to avert "catastrophic "  fiscal pro­
blems .  
Samuel K.  Skinner, special assistant attorney 
general representing the govenor, asked the high 
court to lift its temporary order barring the cut, 
-which was made in response to a fiscal shortfall 
now estimated at as much as $600 million. 
The justices took the request under ad.vise­
ment, but said the temporary order would stand 
in the meantime. No date was set for a ruling. 
The cut was challenged in a suit filed last 
month in Cook County Circuit Court on behalf 
of two medical aid recipients. The suit contended 
that the legislation under which Thompson made 
the couts was unconstitutiional because it gave 
the govenor powers that belonged to the General 
assembly. 
But Skinner argued Thursday that the 
Emergency Budget Act was legal , ·and that  it 
gives Thompson ' ' the type of executive authority 
that is important in these times for the governor 
to have. 
The proposed cuts would eliminate the Aid to 
the Medically Indigent program, which pays for 
medical care for 2 1 ,000 people, and limit to $500 
per hospital stay the aid available to 1 1 0, 000 peo· 
pie under the General Assistance Medicaid pro· 
gram. 
Reagan tied to expendable aides 
WASHING TON (AP)- Backing off in one 
confrontation with Congress but drawing battle 
lines in another, President Reagan has tied 
himself more firmly than ever to two aides who 
could become expendable. 
That is not to say that Ann M. Gorsuch will 
. not weather the controversy that has prompted 
no fewer than six congressional investigations in­
to the Environmental Protection Agency she 
heads . 
Nor does it mean that Kenneth Adelman will 
one day be jettisoned as Reagan's nominee to 
become director of the Arms Control and Disar-
mament Agency. 
Nevertheless,  fairly or unfairly, it sometimes 
develops that the people presidents choose to 
help run the government become political 
liabilities. And when the political price becomes 
too .high, they usually go. 
Adelman and Mrs. Corsuch can look at 
Reagan's  presidency for good news, or bad. 
Labor Secretary Ray Donovan has survived in­
vestigations and ridicule. Interior Secretary 
James Watt has outlasted countless calls for his 
retire_ment. 
Gas prices continue to drop 
CHICAGO-Gasoline prices in Illinois and northern In­
diana have dropped more than 2 cents a gallon in some places 
and are down to levels of about three years ago, a survey 
showed today. 
·Hart eyeing longshot candidacy 
The average drop of all grades was 1. 5 cents a gallon. 
Average prices of self-serve leaded and unleaded regular 
fell more than 2 cents a gallon, according to a biweekly survey 
of the Chicago Motor Club . 
In lllinois, full-service-prices were down to levels last seen 
in March 1980, while self-serve prices tumbled to December 
1979 levels� · 
Toxic shock threatens everyone 
CHICAGO-Though toxic shock syndrome has been 
associated almost exclusively with tampons and menstruating 
women, doctors emphasize that it can strike individuals of 
either sex and at any age . 
A case of a 30-year-old-man with the syndrome was treated 
in November 1981 at the University of Utah College of 
Medicine in Salt Lake City, according to Dr. Jay A. Jocobsen 
and three coleagues there. 
The patient suffered all the effects characteristic of the 
disease- chills, fever, low blood pressure, muscle aches, a rash 
followed by peeling on his hands and feet and abnormal func­
tioning of his digestive system, heart, kidneys , and liver the 
doctors said . 
They reported their findings in the Fe}?. 18 issue of the 
Journal oflhe American Medical Association. · 
DENVER (AP)-Sen. Gary Hart announced 
his longshot campaign for the Democratic 
presidential nomination Thursday, declaring that 
while the country faces tough economic choices , 
' 'we can be tenderhearted if we are also tough­
minded." 
Hart, who engineered George McGovern's  
campaign for the Democratic presidential 
nomination in 1 972, is at age 45 the youngest of 
the likely 1 984 contenders. 
In aspeech from the steps of the Colorado 
state house, Hart said, "We now face a stark 
choice between national renewal or national 
decline." 
"The next president must shape domestic 
policies that actually achieve progress-instead of 
perpetuating programs merely because there is a 
pressure group for them , "  he said. 
Hart is the second Democrat after Sen. Alan 
Cranston of California to formally announce his 
presidential campaign. 
Grand jury indicts Miami officer 
MIAMI (AP)- A Miami police officer sur­
rendered Thursday after a grand jury indicted 
him for manslaughter in the shooting of a black 
man which ignited two days of racial violence in 
the Overtown slum. 
Officer Luis Alvarez, named in the sealed in­
dictment returned Wednesday night, was to be 
released on his won recognizance after process­
ing, said Chief Dade Circuit Judge Gerald 
Wetherington. 
punishable by up to 1 5  years in prison upon con­
viction. 
An 1 8-member Dade County grand jury issued 
the indictment after a two-day investigation into 
the Dec. 28 shooting of Nevell Johnson Jr. at a 
video arcade. State prosecutors spent six weeks 
on the case before handing 1·t to the panel Tues­
day. 
Wetherinton noted that it was not unusual for 
manslaughter defendants to be freed before trial . 
Manslaughter is a second-degree felony 
..--�---�����������������������---i COGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO:IOC:IOCXllC:IOCIOq Trinity Episcopal Church SA TU RDA Y AT ROC' S (Anglican) Party at Roe's 6:00-7:30 
2200 Western Avenue, Mattoon 
- FREE BEER, cheap hot dogs, -Sunday Service 9:00 a.m. puzzles, game� and more! 
Holy Eucharist Invitations available at Roe's 
The Rev. Donald Schroeder, Rector 
Call 348-81 91 during the day to arrange for a ride PICK Y 0 URS UP! 
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Students urged 
to donate· blood 
in annual drive 
Civil workers' pay may rise 
by Jan Genis 
Eastern' s  participation in this year' s  Red Cross 
blood drive is not progressing as well as it has in 
the past. 
Nancy Jackson, blood drive committee 
member, said the sign-up of students for next 
. week's blood drive is "not going as well as 
usual . "  
"Friday i s  the last day to sign u p  to give blood 
and we have only about the same number of · 
students signed up now as we would on a Tues­
day afternoon of the other blood drives, ' '  
Jackson said. 
by"Jan Genis 
A step-pay plan, which could enable Eastern's  civil 
service employees to receive entitled salaries , was 
discussed at Thursday's civil service monthly 
meeting . 
Carla Willen, the personnel officer who delivered 
the plan, said Eastern' s  civil service employees would 
be placed in classifications Gob titles) . The clas .sifica­
tions would then be placed in pay grades, which 
would determine tbe employees' pay. 
Under rhe plan, civil sevice employees will gradual­
ly be moved into higher pay grades which allow them 
to receive higher pay, she said . 
Willen added that most of the employees who 
would be moved up "will probably have a salary in­
crease; No one will suffer a decrease in salary . "  
Those financially "hurt the most previously" will 
have priority in the moving process, she said. 
In another discussion, a union organizer for the 
American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees, said he felt AFSCME could 
help the employees. 
Seth Hendler said, "The employees' money is not 
here now. That's why we have to have an effective 
political campaign to get the money. 
" Statewide civil service employees are paid more 
for doing work equal to the universities' civil service 
employees , "  he said . 
However, some people attending the meeting said 
they did not want to compare their salary inequities 
with other state districts. 
"We are not competing with other employees , say 
in Chicago, which is much larger than Coles Coun-
ty, "  Willen said . · 
Hendler added that Eastern's  civil service 
employees have to let state legislation know they are 
"being underpaid. 
"You have to let them (state legislation) kno•1, 
about your salary inequities . You need to start exer­
cising your political power to receive your benefits ," 
Hendler said . 
"AFSCME is a great expertise in negotiatfng for 
salary benefits, "  he said. Sign-up for this year's  blood drive, with a theme "Be the Life Saving Piece, "  is being con­
ducted from 9 a .m.  to 3 p.m.  in the Uni.on 
walkway. 
The blood drive will take place from noon to 5 
p.m.  on Monday and from 11 a .m.  to 4:15 p .m.  
Tuesday through Thursday in  the Union 
Ballroom. · 
Union.could bring added revenues 
Monday and Wednesday are reserved for the 
students who signed up .for appointments ,  
Jackson said. 
However, she added anyone who shows up 
without an appointment on Monday and 
Wednesday will not be refUsed. 
Tuesday and Thursday are "walk-in days" 
when an appointment is not necessary, she add­
ed. 
"We really. are encouraging people to give 
blood, "  Jackson said . "Our goal this year is 
1 ,  750 pints. Last year we exceeded our goal . 
Let' s  see if we can do it again. " 
Lecture on Cuba set 
Three decades of brutality and deception are the 
result of two Cuban dictatorships, foreign language 
instructor Luis F. Clay-Mendez said. 
Clay-Mendez said he will discuss the "brutal 
regimes" of Fulgencio Batista and Fidel Castro in a 
speech titled " Cuba: From Ally to Enemy," the se­
cond in a lecture series sponsored by the American 
Association of University Professors. 
Clay-Me.ndez said he will explain why Cuba has 
"an 85-percent debt- per year to the Soviet Union, "  
the rations and brutal laws imposed on Cuban$ and 
"how Castro deceived the Cuban people.' ' 
The free lecture will be 'conducted at 2 p.m.  Sun­
day in the Booth Library l�cture hall . 
by Jan Genis 
Unionization of Eastern's civil service employees 
could help Eastern obtain a portion of revenues rais­
ed from proposed-state tax increases next year, accor­
ding to an American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees representative. 
Paul Booth, AFSCME international union's  area 
director for Illinois,  said Wednesday if state taxes 
should increase Eastern' s  civil service unionization 
would give AFSCME a greater negotiation impact 
with state legislature . . 
" If taxes do increase than it' s  only right all the 
state universties get a piece of the action-a portion 
of the money ,"  Booth, who also serves as coor­
dinator of Illinois '  Fair Salary Effort project, said .  
" But in Springfield we don't  win fights because 
we' re right. We have to have the muscle and 
organization, and organization is unionization, "  
Booth said. 
AFSCME representative Seth Hendler, who is cur­
rently trying to persuade Eastern' s  clerical workers to 
unionize, said last week Eastern's civil service 
employees earn 35 percent less than the pay average 
for comparable workers statewide. 
Booth said t}lis "salary gap" will worsen if state 
universities do not take action. in Springfield . 
AFSCME would like the state to set aside a portion 
of the tax increase money for upgrading university 
salaries , Booth said . 
He added AFSCME is trying to unionize the civil 
service employees and develop a means of "putting 
pressure' ' on legislation simultaneously. 
Hendler also said last week he feels unionizing is 
the way to get something done and to improve work-
r�---------�---------�-------1 
ing conditions . 
However, Eastern's  civil sevice workers were af­
filiated with AFSMCE in the early 1970s �nd left the union. � 
Sandra Timm oils ,  assistant payroll supervisor, 
said last week many civil sevice workers at that time 
were dissatisified with AFSCME because they 
thought the union was not representing them fully. 
However,  Booth said he feels AFSCME was not as 
strong at that time as it is today. 
"We didn't  have the strength and abilities to in­
fluence Springfield as we do today,"  Booth said. 
"Before our bargaining strength w.as limited to the 
university's  administration. Now we can take a 
statewide approach. We can really deliver the 
goods, "  he said . 
Correction 
A Faculty Senate meeting story in Wednesday's 
edition of The Daily Eastern News should have stated 
that senate member E .G. Gabbard said "mote 
honest reactions will be gained by the evaluator not 
signing an evaluations form. "  The article quoted 
Gabbard as saying faculty members should sign the 
forms. 
It was also incorrectly reported that members of 
the Residence Hall Association will be discussing this 
weekend's "No Frills" Conference at their Thursday 
meeting. However, RHA President Lynn Voka9 said 
meml:>ers will be attending the Illinois Residence Hall 
Association convention this weekend at Illinois State 
University. The "No Frills" Conference will be 
hosted by Eastern at the end of the semester . 
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Administrative evaluations needed 
Eastem's Faculty Senate should implement a 
proposal that would allow faculty evaluation of Editorial 
deans and de pa rm en t c hai rm en because f ac u I ty iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
members are usually most aware of departmental 
shortcomings. 
The proposed evaluations are the result of a 
Faculty Senate subcommittee study which was 
prompted by senate concern over lack of faculty 
input in the evaluation of deans and chairmen. 
Deans and department chairmen should be 
evaluated by faculty members because faculty 
members should be able to stand back and take a 
critical, objective look at problems in their depart­
ments. 
Department chairmen may become too wrap­
ped up in the daily pressures -of their  jobs to 
notice major problems brewing within their areas. 
In addition, they may not be able to .f ind time in 
their daily schedules to think about problems or 
areas needing improvement. 
The proposed evaluation system· would g ive 
faculty members the opportunity to express their 
i d e a s  f o r  imp r o v e m e n t  o f  t h e  
departments-improvements which can only 
benefit both staff and students. 
The opportunity to communicate-as long as 
the communication is constructive criticism-is 
needed in any operation. The proposed evalua-
tion system is a good way to keep these lines of 
communication open. 
The Faculty Senate, however, should not re­
quire faculty members to sign their  names to 
evaluations. If faculty members are forced to sign 
their names to the evaluations, they might not be 
as honest in their criticism, fearing repercussions 
from administrators who are the target of their 
frank evaluations. 
Evaluations that are unsigned, and therefore, 
more honest, could help to eliminate stagnant and 
uneffective departmental policies and personnel. 
In order for the evaluations to be effective, 
senators should not be the only persons to see a 
copy of the evaluations of deans and department 
chairmen. 
Each individual evaluated should receive a copy 
of the evaluations. In addition, chairman evalua­
tions should be sent to the dean of that chair­
man's department, and dean evaluations should 
be sent to the vice president for academic affairs. 
The Faculty Senate should implement unsigned 
faculty evaluations of deans and department 
chairman for the benefit of students, faculty and, 
most of all, the deans and chairmen themselves. 
:!T EVEN HAS THE 
--- t1EAN/NG OF Liff� ISNT1'UAT WILD?. 
' 
Eastern speaks: This week's question was asked by reporter Vicki Vass. Photos by Ed Forst. 




"I think it would be nice 
for girls on campus. The 
lighting system on campus 
is not real good. If I was a 
girl, I wouldn't want to walk 




"I would like to see an 
escort service. We work a 
lot of late nights in the 
theater; it would be nice to 





"Yes, because I can't go 
to the library without so­
meone with me. I think it's 
incredibly dark between 
Lawson and Andrews halls. 
The weather is too nice for 
people not to be walking. It 





"I think it's a good idea for 
those who desire it. I know 
a lot of people that worry 
about walking alone. A lot of 
my friends scoff at self­
defense classes, and then 
they're afraid to go out at 
night." 
Your tum 
Stop battle with greeks 
Editor: 
Hopefully, this will be the last letter· 
the never-ending battle between 
greeks and the independents. 
I'm tired of hearing about how 
the greek system is. The greeks ha 
tried to explain what we are all a 
but to no avail, it seems. 
There will always be conflictng vi 
and opinions on certains subj 
which will never be settled; they j 
have to be accepted. 
Joining the greek system is a d 
sion made by an individual. I was an 
dependent for two years before I j · 
ed a sorority. I was happy then, and 
am happy now. 
Let's please end this nonsense 
just respect each other as 
are-individuals. 
Sue Grady 
Elitist system nearing 
Editor: 
In the Feb. 9 edition of The 
Eastern News, I read about Gove 
Thompson's plan to cut the s 
education budget by 1 O percent ( 
$ 1  00 mil lion) if his $2 billion tax · 
crease is not adopted. 
As you stated, this act would eff 
the lay-off of faculty, elimination 
state scholarships and cancelation 
various school programs. 
I also read, in an earlier News st 
that the closing of a state university 
possibly being considered in the tutu 
as a means to ease the state's finan · 
predicament. 
And lastly, I read in the Feb. 1 i 
of the Chicago Tribune that Presid 
Reagan is asking for a total redu · 
of $900 million in the federal educaf 
budget. He proposed "tighter eligibi' 
for Pell grants, " "the end to fede 
spending on three of the six major I 
and grant programs" and the elimi 
tion of the cabinet-level Department 
Education. 
At the same time, Reagan stron 
· favors tuitioo tax credits for pare 
who choose to send their children 
private schools, allowing credit for 
percent of the tuition or up to $300 · 
1 985. 
If  Thompson and Reagan's pre>: 
posals are adopted, they will sur 
lead to a more elitist system 
educating our population, where on 
the wealthy can afford a quality edli 
tion. 
What has happened to fairness 
equal opportunity in this state and 
country? By taking away a person's 
chance for a good education, the 
American Dream is just that-a dream. 
Brian Nordin 
Letter policy 
The name and phone number of 
least one author must be submitted 
with each letter to the editor. Letters 
submitted without a name (or with 
pseudonym) or without a ph 
number or other means of verify' 
authorships will not be published. 
Names will be withheld on request. 
Letters should be typewritten and 
should not exceed 250 words. 
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Students fail breathal zer at alcohol forum 
by Lisa Jostes 
Four Eastern students were ad­
ministered breathalyzer tests after 
drinking large quantities of 
alcohol Thursday as part of the 
Alcohol Awareness Forum-and 
they all failed. 
The tests were given by two 
Charleston police officers to the 
student volunteers, who drank 
alcohol for more than hour before 
the forum, which was sponsored 
by the Student Awareness Com­
mittee. 
Police officers Bob Turner and 
Hank Paul tested the students to 
see if the percentage of alcohol in 
their blood system exceeded the 
legal limit of . 10 percent. 
After being subjected to field 
sobriety tests , such as touching : 
their nose with their index finger 
and walking a straight line, the 
s tud�nts were given the 
breathalyzers. 
Senior Phil Lewandowski , who 
is six feet tall and weighs 1 85 
pounds , ate regular meals 
Thursday and drank 12, 1 2-ounce 
light beers. His alcohol levt:.l was 
Senior Laurie Thornton (right) submitted herself Thursday to a sobrie­
ty test in the Union Old Ballroom. Above, Thorton discovers her results 
of a breathalyzer test. Three other Eastern students volunteered to the 
test that took place during a Alcohol Awareness Forum sponsored by 
the Student Awarness Committee. (News Photo by Brian Ormiston) 
registered at . 13  percent. 
Junior John Pratt, who is also 
six feet tall and weighs about .ten 
pounds less than Lewandowski , 
drank 12 ,  1 2-ounce regular beers 
on an empty stomach an 
Thornton and Louise Powers, 
who were considerably smaller 
than the two male volunteers , 
both drank mixed drinks contain­
ing one ounce of whiskey each 
and registered higher alcohol 
levels than the males . 
registered at . 1 5 percent. 
Two female volunteers. Laurie 
Anyone picked up by police for 
driving under the influence of 
alcohol must be. subjected to a 
breathalyzer test, Turner said. 
He added that even if a person's  
MIDTOWN AUTO CENTER 
10% off 
Total Bill 
with validated student ID 
24 H T S • Includes all services: r. OW erv1ce Towing • Labor. Parts 
345-4612 Winterize Now! 
1705 Madison Ave. • Charleston 
1----:--- ------------------1 
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' 
l 
I i I FREE one order � I of Cheese Sauce i 
11 3 oz. of melted cheese, spiced right and I 
great for dipping fries, mushrooms, zuc- [ I chini and cauliflower or to pour over your l � favorite sandwich. Your choice of ched- J 
r dar or nacho cheese. (Expires Feb. 28, i 






I hope you're 
not this tired 
on your B·Day. 
reading is lower than . 10 percent, 
he may also be given a blood test 
and urine test . 
· 
Turner also said that a person 
can refuse to take the breathalyzer 
test , if he agrees to submit to the 
blood and urine tests . 
Refusal to take any of the tests 
results in a six-month suspension 
of a person's  drivers license, 
Assistant State's  Attorney Paul 
Oglesby said at the forum. 
�Tttt1�··1· 
llttAtill�X I . I 
Featuring: 
•ITALIANO HOAGIE 
Pastrami, Pepper Cheese, Oil� Spices, Lettuce, Tomato, Onions. 
•MOUSETRAP HOAGIE 
Salami & Choice of Cheese '-
M-Sat. 1 1  ·2 a.m. 
Sun. 1 2· 1 0 p.m. 
�25f off Coupon good towards next 
• c 
purchase with a purchase 
Delivery: M-Sat. 1 p.m.·2 a.m.; Sun. 1 2· 1 0 p.m. 345-4 1 50 
Tonight 
6:30&9:00 
and a Special Matinee 
Sunday2:00 
Grand Ballroom 
SI.25 llllUNIV&RSITY �.e.�!'-2 UMV ... , .. CttAllUl•To ... 1u ...o• 
5 
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''DEALING WITH· 
YOUR STRESS'·' 
Tonight 7-10 p.m. 
Continued Saturday 9 a.m.-Noon 
Wesley Foundation Student Center 
(Across from Lawson Hall) 
· Open to all - $2.00 registration 
14 inch Pizza 
�.QQoFF 
FREE qt. Cok• FREE d•liv•ry 
'.A'ili>UCCl'S Pizza & ltaliaq Rcstauraqt 
71 6 Jackson. east of Square 
Open 4:00 p.m. Every Day 345-9141, 345-9393 
.. 






Start with John and I 
Rena downstairs and I 
A rt and Brian I upstairs! I Pitcher of Pitcher of 
Mixed Drinks Collins 
$4.50 . $5.00 
Engineers: 
Find out about 
the Nuclear Navy. 
If you think you have the ability to master nuclear 
engineering,·the Navy's Nuclear Propulsion Program 
has openings for about 200 outstanding college· 
graduates. There's a Navy Recruiting Officer ready 
to give you all the details on how you can become 
someone special in the new Navy. 
For More Information Contact: 
Navy Programs, 21 O N. Tucker 
Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63101 
or Call Collect 
(314)263-5000 � 
• 
on 14K guld College R• ,A $25 O�F ,.J,. 
lOk .• �-�� ..__ 
: .'l 'fc.'.""' 
A \'"��·- · Now's the t ime to think about 
�7--�·- · . your college ring Not 1ust any � ring - a 14K Gold College Ring ' · ·• from ArtCarved . Ttie karat gold 
1ewelry thars designed and hand­
crafted for lasting value 
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold 
DATE Feb. 18 21-22 College Ring 1s more affordable than you 
• 
' ' think Choose from an entire collection of Fn., Mon., TueS.14K Gold ArtCarved Colle� Rings and 
TIME 10-4 save $25 This offer 1s for a limited time only. so come 1n and see all the great · 
ArtCarved styles with the custom options 
PLACE Student that can let you have the ring of your choice. the way you want 1t Union So graduate 1n style Graduate to gold' 
llRTr-ARVED . �:��:;�:�o0��,��sa Acce�1eo A \(}LASS RINGS INC . �Q . 00 < 1983 Ar:Carveo Class R•ngs Inc Nothing else feels like real gold 
The Men of 
Sigma Chi 










Brighten a friend's day with a classified 
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Organizations to sponsor 
spring membership drive 
by Debbie Coventry ships . 
Organization Day will be under- _ Among the organizations 
way from 9 a.m.  to 3 p .m.  Friday in represented will be the Student 
the Union walkway. Senate, which will have a recruit-
. Organizations will have tables set ment table available for students in­
up along the walkway to provide terested in working on a senate com­
students with information about mittee, Lesh said . 
campus groups. About 26 groups Also, remaining National Student 
are expected to participate, Student Discount Cards will be distributed 
Senator Molly Lesh said.  by the senate. 
Organization Day, which was Jerri Teater, senate Student 
scheduled again this semester after Awarness Committee co-chairman, 
its success last fall ,  was designed to said although discount cards were 
give Eastern's clubs and organiza- originally distributed during early 
tions an opportunity to receive ex... enrollment in December, about 
, pc::>sure and increase their member- 1 ,000 cards were not picked up. 
In-house orientation set 
for hopeful RA applicants 
by Jan Genis 
Students interested in applying for a 
position as a residence hall assistant for 
next summmer or fall may attend an 
in-hall orientation Sunday through 
Tuesday. 
Tobin Brown, assistant Carman Hall 
counselor, said specific days for the 
orientation varies from hall to hall . 
' 'The purpose of the orientation is to 
explain the RA's basic job respon­
sibilities and qualifications before 
students may even receive an applica­
tion," Brown said . 
The process of applying for the posi­
tion starts with submitting an applica­
tion to the Housing Office by noon 
March 2, Brown said.  
Applications will be available 
Wednesday at the Housing Office, he 
added. 
After applications have been submit­
ted, candidates will be interviewed by 
their current RAs between March 3 and 
March 10 .  
Candidates will be notified by March 
1 5  whether they were "passed on" for 
- interviews with the residence hall 
counselors, Brown said. 
Counselor interviews will be con­
ducted April 4 through April 16 ,  he ad­
ded. 
However, students who are to be in­
terviewed by counselors must arrange 
an appointment on March 17 or 1 8 , 
Brown said. 
CAA approves six new sen ior sem inars for next fal l  
by Nancy Yamin 
Six new senior seminars were ap­
proved Thursday by the Council on 
Academic Affairs to be included on 
next fall ' s  class schedule . 
The courses must now go to Eas�rn 
President Daniel E. Marvin and Pro­
vost and Vice President for Academic 
Affairs Stanley Rives for final ap­
proval . 
Two of the seminars were offered 
previously, but had to be re-approved 
by the CAA in order to be offered a se­
cond time . 
CAA chairman David Buchanan 
said re-approving seminars each year is 
necessary because the courses deal with 
current issues and must be -kept up to 
date . 
The other four seminars are new 
course proposals . 
... . � 
y... ' . � � aducnhffcz1 in t1avcl 
March 25_�Apri l  � 
A seminar entitled " Controversial 
Issues in Education , "  which was 
previously offered , is designed to look 
at current controversies deeding with 
education . 
" Technology and Society , "  also of­
fered before , will involve the study of 
contemporary problems which are 
caused by technological advance . 
"The Psychological Future of the 
World" is designed to stimulate think­
ing of what the social sciences have to 
offer mankind in the future . 
" High Technology-Implications 
for Individuals and Families" is set up 
to explore the problems involved in 
family situations . 
" T h e  M i d e a s t - R e l i g i o n s ,  
Resources , and Politics " is designed to 
h e l p  s t u d e n t s  g a i n  a better  
understanding of the  Mideast .  
Spring break in . 
D�YTON� BE�CH-$209 
FT. L�UDERD�LE -$249 c��1tfIE 
C O M P L E T E  P A C KAG E I N C L U D E S : 
* S EV E N  N I G H T S  LOD G I N G - I N T E R N A T I O N A L  I N N 
, I N  DA Y T O N A � H O L I D A Y  I N N O C E A N S I D E I N  
F T  I . LA U D E R D A L E . 
* R O U N D  T R I P  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N V I A  D E L U X E  M O T O R  
C O A C H . 
* F U L L  P R O G R AM O F  P AR T I E S A N D  A C T I V I T I E S .  
* F R E E  S O U V E N I R  C A N V A S  S P O R T  B A G S , 
T RAV EL W I TH  TH E H I G HEST 
QUAL I TY T R I P AVA I LABLE ! 
Contact : GA R Y  H EYwooD 
1108  4 T H  Sr 1 
AP T . #6  
34 5 - 1 52 6  
"The Romantic View o f  Mankind in 
Contemporary Society" will examine 
i s s u e s  i n v o l v i ng c o n t e m p o r a r y  
literature , 
All students admitted to Eastern 
u nder the 1 98 1 - 1 982 General Catalog 
and thereafter must complete at least 
one two-hour senior seminar in order 
to graduate . 
All senior seminars are numbered 
EIU 4022 . They are not classified by a 
specific depflrtment because they are 
intended to be interdisciplinary, 
Buchanan said , 
I n  other business , the CAA tabled a 
proposal for a microcomputer course, 
S e c o n d a r y  E d u c a t i o n  1 5 00 , 
' ' Minimum Basic Programming . ' '  
Buchanan said action may have been 
postponed because of a suggestion 
from the Arts and Science Curriculum 
Committee . 
The committee expressed concern 
that courses were being duplicated by 
different departments at Eastern . 
Buchanan said the CAA will discuss 
the issue at future meetings after more 
research can be done on the proposal . 
In other action, the CAA approved a 
set of changes in the home economics 
major.  The changes allow for a com­
mon core of courses in the home 
economics options of · dietetic s ,  
business , and family services . 
In addition , a departmental honors 
program in home economics and a new 
honors course, History 2020 (H) 
" History of the United States Since 
1 877, ' '  were approved by the CAA. 
These additions to Eastern's  honors 
programs were discussed at last week' s  
meeting, but could not b e  voted on . 
E. I. U . 
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Music fratern ity to feature 
a variety of entertainment 
Sciences _____ from page 1 
chemistry departmenf lost about 
$ 1 ,  700 from its commodities budget. 
While there is enough funding to last 
through the spring semester, · the 
department will need approximately 
$2,000 to replace chemicals and broken 
glassware, Ebdon said . 
It would have given students ex­
perience with the kind of equipment 
they would use in industry, he added. by Melinda Wilson 
Thirteen acts of dancing, singing and 
comedy will be featured in a variety 
show Friday. : 
The event, sponsored by the profes­
sional music fraternity Phi Mu Alpha 
Sinfonia, will be presented in the Fine 
Arts Center Dvorak Concert Hall at 8 
p . m .  
" Variety Show ' 8 3  will truly b e  a 
special night of entertainment, " Phi 
Mu Alpha Sinfonia Vice President 
Randy Umfleet said. 
This year the fraternity has a new ap­
proach in presenting the show, since its 
last "annual" variety show event was · 
in 1 978,  Umfleet continued. 
In past years, the fraternity only in­
cluded the talents of music department 
students in the show, he said. 
However, Umfleet said, " This year 
we dedded to try the talent show again 
except with an open invitation for all 
students to participate in the opening 
auditions . "  
Because the show is scheduled to run 
no longer than one and one-half hours, 
the final acts were chosen from 1 8  
separate auditions, Umfleet added. 
All actc; will be judged in 1 0  different 
categories ranging from creativity to 
stage presence, Umfleet said� 
He added he will present awards to 
the winners after are selected by two 
faculty members and one music stu­
dent. 
The top award is $ 1 00, while second 
and third place winners will take home 
$50 and $25 respectively. 
Tickets for the show may be pur­
chased at the door at a cost of $ 1  for 
Eastern students and $2 for the public. 
Funds which normally are used dur­
ing the summer to replace broken 
glassware and chemicals will have to be 
used to buy sufficient supplies this spr-
- ing, he said.  
Without the funding for -lab sup­
plies , labs scheduled for next February 
and March could be canceled, Ebdon 
said.  
Ebdon said instead of the planned 
$2,000 for chemicals, the department 
now has $200 to use. 
Ebdon said postponing pm:chases 
due to budget cuts is "borrowing 
against the future . ' '  
"I t's  going t o  b e  close this year . We 
can't  do this two years in a row,"  he 
The zoology department also lacks 
equipment repair funds, Go9drich 
said. If a piece of equipment such as a 
microscope or copying machine breaks 
down, repair will have to be postpon­
ed . 
One major equipment loss resulting 
from the budget reductions was the 
delay in purchasing teaching models 
for use in Zoology 2000 "Mammalian 
Anatomy, "  which has seven sections 
and about 1 75 students,  Goodrich said. 
_The department planned to have the 
models for the spring semester, but the 
purchase was postponed until next year 
because of the cuts , Goodrich said . 
·Departments within the College of 
Arts and Sciences operate under 21 dif­
ferent budgets ,  which were each·cut ap­
proximately 1 2  percent, Laible said . 
Schools gather in competition added . _ E q u i p m e n t  p u r c h a s e s  a n d  
maintenance funding also were cut in 
The cuts were made after Gov.  Jim 
Thompson required all Illinois univer­
sities to cut 2 percent from this year' s  
budget due to  a statewide budget short­
fall. at Eastern 's annual Jazz Festival· the departments .  · ' ' Right now we' re walking on eg­
gshells , "  Ebdon said. 
Eastern President Daniel E .  Marvin 
then required an additional 2 percent 
cut to be placed in a contingency fund 
in preparation for any additional cuts 
required by Thompson. 
by Terri Sternau 
The jazz musicianship of high school 
as well as Eastern . students will 
highlight the 24th Annual Jazz Festival 
S a tu r d a y ,  m u s i c  d e p a r tm e n t  
spokesman Anita Webster said. 
The festival is sponsored by the 
music department and . the Samuel 
Music Company, Webster said. 
This event, which will feature the 
musical talents of students from 3 1  Il­
linois high schools , is the biggest jazz 
festival in the southern half of the 
state, she said. . 
· In addition, one of the nation's  
leading jazz educators , Jerry Coker, 
will accompany the Eastern jazz 
ensemble band, Webster added . 
Coker also will present a music clinic 
demonstration for the high school 
musicians . 
Band competition will be held in 
Dvorak Concert Hall and the Union 
Grand Ballroom from 8:30 to 1 1  : 30 
a .m.  and will continue from 2 to 4 : 30 
p .m.  The results of_ the competition 
will be announced in the concert hall at 
5 p .m.  
The awards ceremony, scheduled for 
7 : 30 p .m.  Saturday- in Dvorak Concert 
Hall will include the performances by 
the four winning bands, as well as 
Eastern's  band with guest artist Coker. 
Some equipment will have no war­
ranty from Februa rv to June, because 
the $ 1 ,000 needed to pay for the war­
ranty is not available. If equipment 
breaks down the department will have 
to do without it, he said . 
In addition, · the purchase of 
microcomputer equipment for use in 
experiments was postponed, Ebdon 
said . 
The equipment was needed, to 
modernize the chemistry lab . Most in­
dustrial companies use this type of 
equipment to conduct experiments, 
Ebdori said. 
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THE PR OFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY 
PRESENTS 
SPRIN G BREAK 1NI)AYTONA BEACH 
MAR CH 25 - APRIL 3, 1 983 
Arrangements by 
ECHO TRA VEL, INC. 
MC152571F 
EIU 
SIX PER ROOM 
$1 69 
FOUR PER ROOM 
$1 85 
TllIP INCL UDES · · ·  
• Round trip motor coach transportation via modern h ighway 
coaches to Dayto na Beach. Florida leaving Fr!day, M arch 2 5 .  
• Seven nights accommodations at the exciti"ng Plaza H otel  o f  
Daytona Beach.  Located at 600 N ort h Atlanlic A v e  . .  i t  i s  the 
most demanded hotel on t he strip at tha·t t ime.  
• A truly great schedule of activities i ncluding our fa mous 
pool deck parties and belly flop contest. 
• Optional excursions available to Disney W orld . Epcot. and 
Several other attractions . 
• Numerous bar and restaura nt discounts.  
• The services of full time .travel representat ives . 
• All taxes and gratuities.  
• Guaranteed kitchenette or oceanfront available a t  small 
additional charge. (4 per room only) 
A QUALITY TRIP - A LO WPRICE - A  GREA T TIM_E 
The Plaza Hotel, located rigbt i� the middle of the strip,  is definitely the plac� to be dunng 
spring break. Ask anyone wbp has been to Daytona. The hotel has a p�o� . _  big P.arty deck. 
restaurant, four bars, color TV, air conditioned rooms and plenty of .act1v1t1es . �1ctures are 
available where you sign up. Our. motor coaches are nothing but the highest qual�ty highway 
coaches. We also give you mbre extras with our trip than anyone else. Don't blow 1t and go on 
��������������=���������a�l�o�w��q�u�a�li�cy�t�ri�p�. un �R O � � �E � �
� � 
SIGN UP NOW BY CALLING 
\ - KEVIN 581-2236 
OR JIM 345-1446 
FOR ADDITIONAL SIGN-UP 
INFORMATION LOOK TO THE 
DAILY EASTERN �EWS 
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ig Brother-Sister program needs students 
Mike Dominick 
How would you like to be a big brother or a big 
er? 
Interested students may want to look into the 
luntary program that's  available, allowing them 
chance to become a big brother or a big sister . 
Big Brothers-Big Sisters provides companionship 
children who live in foster homes or come from 
le-parent homes . 
Taqualee Lawrence, Coles County Big Brother-Big 
ter executive director, said approximately 45 Coles 
unty children are currently matched with a big 
other or_ sister . However, another 45 children are 
· waiting for a big brother or sister . 
"There are 22 Eastern students who are either big 
thers or .sisters in our program, "  Lawrence add-
To become a big brother or a big sister , an in­
' dual must go through an interview which will 
tch children with companions on the basis of com­
n personalities , geographic regions and occa­
nally on the basis of religion, she said . 
Interested individuals must be at least 1 8  years old 
and willing to commit to the child at least two to four 
hours a week for a minimum of one year, she said , 
adding that Eastern students must be willing to com­
mit at least three semesters. 
' 'The children we have available range from six to 
16. We need volunteers badly, mostly males for boys 
ages 12 to 14, " she added. 
"Once in a while we will match a person with more 
than one child. This usually occurs when we have 
brothers or sisters that we do not want to break up, "  
Lawrence said . ' 
In commemoration of the program' s  80th anniver­
sary, Charleston Mayor Bob Hickman proclaimed 
February 1 3 - 19  as Big Brother-Big Sister week . 
Students interested in becoming part of the Big 
Brother-Big Sister program can contact Lawrence at 
348-874 1 or stop in at 825 1 8th St. 
Reception for local artist to be h�ld at TAC 
by Vicki Vass students . "  
A reception for a local artist whose work is cur­
rently being exhibited at the Tarble Arts Center will 
Litchfield, whose studio is in Hindsboro, works 
with found objects and assemblages making new 
visual statements. be given Friday. 
Stephen Litchfield's exhibit "Work in Progress"  is 
currently on display at the TAC. The artist will be at 
the reception to answer any questions anyone might 
Litchfield is a director of woodworking at the 
Charleston Senior Citizen' s  Center and has a masters 
degree in Fine Arts from the Chicago Art Institute, 
where he often shows his work . have . 
TAC Curator Mark Alexander said, "He is very 
open to questions and willing to discuss his work with 
The reception will be held from 7 to 9 p .m .  Friday 
in the TAC. 
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Oac Hours: M�n . -Sat 9 :�0 a . m . -8 : 00 p . m .  Sunday 1 . 00 p . m . -5 . 00 p . m .  � Eddy's La nd of the · 
. Panther Sport Shoppe � 
Weekend Sale adidas·:;�_ Our Motto : We don 't overprice 
Ne w Shipment 1 
Racquetbal l 
Racquets 
2 0 % OFF 
new balance ¥9 
New In Stock 
Racquet Bal ls 
Save A Buck 







Stil l  close out 
men's & ladies 
midnight blue/tan 
460's Save s5oo 555's Save s5oo 
N U C L E I C  AC I DS . . .  T H E WAY TO AC H I EV E  
B EAUTI F U L ,  M O R E H EA LT H Y  LOO K I N G  H A I R 
. New� 
� Caribs 
� Close Outs, too 
We feature N . R . G .  H a i r  ·Reconstructor. an  
essent ia l  nucleic ac id  condit ioner fo r  use 
in the restructuring of damaged ha i r .  
When used i n  color ing work it produces 
even color results. It rebui lds hair dur ing 
chemical  processes such as permanent 
waving. I t  is the natural way to restore 
moisture. elastic ity, and a hea lthy sheen 
to ha i r .  Hair takes on a new, supple tex­
ture, and hair breakage is stopped . 
Let us give you a FREE hair  analysis and . 
suggest the Nucleic A Products that are 
best for 1our hair.  
Across from Wilb Walker Shopping Center 
345-571 2  
� Ladies only 
� Lt. blue/yellow 
Save s300 s2 e9s 
Men's 
Caribs 
Lady ' s 
Oceania �.rE-­
Tea1 b1ue1  
Lt. Blue 
· '  No.  1 Rated Shoe 
I nternational ist 
Super Special 
Over Stocked 
•1 915 � · 
Greek . Week 
Shirt Orders 
W hy Coach Eddy 's? 
1 ) U nmistakable Quality 
2 )  Guaranteed Delivery or You'll get it FREE 
3) Larges selection in area & we challenge anybody other­
wise. 
• 4) The Best Prices: Check us out! 
30-day �inancing Available. 
Pay 1 st Week of May. 
This applies to all our orders : 
lntramurals , Dorms, 
Individuals & Greek · 
1 0  
First Presbyterian 
Church 
7th & Madison 
345-2335 345-9190 
Sunday 
Church School 9: 1 5  a.m. 




7 :00-8 :00 p.m.  
Wesley Foundation 
2202 4th Street 
(Across from Lawson Hall) 
Dr. John F. Dodson P�stor 
This Years Winner 
of the Annu a l  
meRl..E OORmFrT 
The Place for the Custom Face® 
Valentine 's Day Drawing: 
Suzi Arl ington 
She won $50.00 
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Students combine studies, form local band 
by Vicki Vass 
Three Eastern students and one 
University of Illinois student have 
managed to successfully combine 
studies and music by forming a band 
while attending school . 
The band Near Myth was formed in 
1981 and recently performed at Ted's 
Warehouse, 1 02 N.  Sixth St. 
Rick Sondag, a junior history major 
at Eastern, is the band's guitarist and 
vocalist . He was formerly a music ma­
jor . 
Sondag said being in the band is like 
having "a full-time j ob . "  
"We're all trying t o  make things 
work . I don't mind the time we put in­
to it . We work hard to put on the best 
show we can , "  he said . 
Sondag said the band members have 
no major problem keeping up with 
their schoolwork, even though being in 
the band is time-consuming. 
"All of us j ust budget our time. We 
do .gchoolwork and yet have enough 
time to practice, "  Sondag said . 
So.ndag's twin brother, Robbie; a 
·unior management major, is the 
group' s keyboardist , sax player and 
vocalist , while junior busil}ess major 
Jim Reilly plays bass and helps on 
vocals : 
The fourth member of the group is 
drummer Mark Willis, a senior 
estaurant management major at the 
niversity of Illinois . 
Although Willis lives in-Champaign, 















New classes starting 
soon. Call for info. -
Mon. -Thurs. 6 : 30 a.m . -8 :00 p.m.  
Friday 6 : 30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. 
Saturday S : OO a.m. - 1  : 00 p.m. 
Sunday 1 :00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.  
71 8 Jackson 
345-5687 . 
together for rehearsals . 
"There was one time last year when 
Mark came down and got snowed in. 
But Mark is willing because he wants to 
play. We ' re all  excited and 
motivated, "  Sondag.said. 
Reilly said the band rehearses in the 
Fine Arts Building' s  music rehearsal 
rooms "two to three days a week . "  
Although there is no indication of an 
album in the band's immediate future, 
the group members write some of their 
own songs . 
Sondag said , "Mark and I write 
original songs which we incorporate in­
to the act . But we don't have enough 
material for a full-length album. We 
play what people want to hear and 
slowly work in our own material . ' '  
Although the band would like to be 
professional someday, currently they 
are seeking to broaden their audience 
in the Charleston-Champaign area. 
Jim Reilly said , "With our drummer 
Mark graduating this year, we have to 
decide if we want to go professional. It 
takes a lot of time and money. ' '  
Sondag termed the band's  music 
" fun rock with a dancing beat . "  Much 
of Near Myth's  music is early rock,  
with some new wave. 
"We like to see everybody have a 
good time. We get a natural high from 
it .  We try to convey a careless, loose 
feeling. The most important thing is 
that the audience is having a good 
time . It make us feel good to see people 
dancing, "  he said.  
mr · , 
Near Myth bass player junior Jim Reilly performs at Ted's Warehouse recently. 
Near Myth is comprised of three Eastern students and a student from the Univer­
sity of I llinois . (News photo by Joe Anglum) 
JEAN 
SALE 
• A l l  n ew sty les of e m b ro i d e red 
rear  poc kets 
• F ive poc ket m o d e l s  
• 
• 
• B a n a n a .  k h a k i ,  s p i c e  a n d  
w h ite stitc h i n  s 
• M a ny sty les ava i l a b l e  i n  
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Services Offered 
FAST RESUME SERVICE.  
Seniors: your resume attracts 
more interest printed . Let us 
help your resume look profes­
sional .  Low, low price. Wide 
selection of paper. Rardin 
Graphics, 61 7 1 8th Street . 
__________00 
Private Japanese language 
lessons offered. Call 348-
8922. ________ .2/1 8 
Proofreading , typing and 
grammar tutoring. Good and 
cheap.  Call 348-503 7 .  ________ ,2/18 
Typing done. 90•/page. Will 
pick up and deliver paper. 24 
hour return . Cal l  Mike at 348-
5173. 
_________ .3/1 
Co-Ed hair styling - 7th and 
Lincoln , East of Old Main. Walk 
in or call 348-7818 .  
________ 2/25 
Typing available. Over two 
years secretarial experience. 
50 cents/page , double­
spaced ; 75 cents/page ,  
single-spaced or graphs. Cal l  
Carol, 348-5928. 
________ 2/18 
· Help Wanted 
OVERSEAS JOBS - Sum­
mer/year round. Europe, S .  
Amer . . Australia , Asia . All 
fields. $500-$1200 monthly . 
Sightseeing. Free info. Write 
IJC Box 52-lb-3 Corona Del 
Mar , CA 92625 .  
________ 3/10 
Wanted: Secretary/Office 
Manager . Requirements : book­
keeping and general office pro­
cedures . Excellent working 
conditions. Phone 235-0033 
after 5 .  
--------�2/18 
Whether you're offering or 
looking for a job , check the 
help-wanted classifieds first -
Wanted 
Portaole AM-FM stereo 
cassette recorder (Panasonic) .  
Call 581-3084 .  --------�2/18 
Assisant manager $200 a 
week at Jimmy John's Sub 
Shop . Long hours, hard work , 
mean boss , low pay. Call 345-
1075 .  
________ 2/ 1 8  
Lead singer to complete 
1-leavy Metal rock band. Nick -
345-6530. --------�2/18 
Want a room? A car? A 
stereo? A job? Whatever you 
want, check the Eastern News 
classified ads - they can help!  --------�cOOh 
Goods Wanted 
WANTED :  Black leather 




Need ride to St . Louis, 
Overland, ·Northwest Mall area 
Feb . 17 or 1 8 . Call Saundra, 
348-5985.  
------,...-- 2118 One girl needs ride to SIU­
Carbondale Feb 18-20. Must 
go! Gas $ .  581-3851. 
________2/18 
Need ride to REO concert in 
Champaign feb . 20 . Gas $ .  
Call Lynn, 348-5653. 
________ 2/18 
Roommates 
Quiet, disciplined student 
looking for same to room with 
for Fall '83. Alan, 581-5673 
_________ ,2/18 
For Rent 
Rent a mini-storage as ·iow as 
15 dollars per month. Sizes 4 x 
12 up to 1 O x  22. Phone 345-
7746 
-:::-:-- -------00 
Three bedroom furnished 
house near campus, 955 4th 
St .  $400/mo. Phone 345-
7746 
-=---------00 
Private furnished rooms for 
men. $100 near square. Call 
345-7171 between 10-11 
and 5-7.  __________ oo 
Regency Apartments is now 
leasing for summer and school 
year of 1983-84 .  Stop by for 
information or call 345-9105. 
________2/19 
Near Campus: Modern one 
person efficiency $1 85 per 
month with utilities, lease to 
Aug . 345-2737 .  
_________ 2/21 
COMPU-RENT, Houses and 
apartments . Century 21-Wood 
Real Estate . 345-4472. 
--------�5/6 
Room in private home for 
serious student . Kitchen 
privelages. Call 345-2809 
________2/18 
House for 83-84, near cam­
pus, for lease. Phone 345-
2416. 
_________ ,2/18 
BEAT THE RUSH - One 
bedroom apt .  near campus , 
year lease . Phone 345-2416.  
_________2/18 
For Rent: One person to rent 
half of two-bedroom apart­
ment, semi-furnished , new, 
clean, quiet building.  Cal l  348-
7514. 
________ 2/22 
Summer Students-Sublet a 
2-bedroom ful ly furnished 
apartment for 2 or 3 people . 
Very nice - we'l l  pay May rent . 
Call 345-6063 after 3 .  
_c2/4 , 18 ,25 ,3/4 , 11 , 18,25 
Classified advertisement is 
the fastest , easiest , cheapest 
way .to get results - everyone 
reads the classifieds, so put 
your words to work ! --------�cOOh 
For Sale 
Large Burmese Python for 
sale. Cage and stand included. 
$200.00 or best offer . Cal l  
Brad at 348-5646. 
________ 2/21 
OHAUS Electronic Digital 
Scale . Call 345-1446 , ask for 
Kevin . 
--:--------2/18 Craig 8-Track tape deck , 
$25;  two 8-Track car stereos, 
$10 and $ 1 5 .  Call 581-3084 .  ________ 2/18 
NEW AM/FM radio, 8-Track 
cassette , single component 
deck. Call 345-3806 . 
________ 2/18 
'81 650 Maxim 4 cyl .  shaft 
drive. Silver metallic . Must sell .  
$1950. 345-1633. 
_________ 2/22 
'74 B210 Datsun 24 MPG , 
runs wel l .  234-8141. --------�3/4 
Piccolo - $225. Flute, 1 O 
years old - $85 .  Call Sandra , 
2042. 
________ 2/24 
Foreign Rpm . Parts , sales ,  
and service for al l foreign, 
sports and American sub com­
pact cars. 348-1505.  
__ c2/2,4 ,8 ,  10, 14 ,  16 , 18 
Lost and Found 
Sandy Scott, please come to 
the Daily Eastern News and 
pick up your folder. 
_________ 2/18 
LOST: "The Middle School 
Curriculum" textbook in Buz­
zard 21 SA. If found please call 
Mike , 2701. Important ! -----�---�2/21 
FOUND: Near Lantz Gym , 
silver cross necklace. Come to 
Eastern News Office to claim . 
_________2/21 
LOST: Vinyl folder and 
striped notebook in the 
Charleston-Mattoon room of 
the Union on Tues. Feb. 8. If 
found , please call Julie at 348-
5487 .  
________ 2/21 
LOST: Two keys on Carman 
Hall keychain .  If found, call 
Chuck , 58 1 -6198. 
_________ 2/21 
FOUND: Pair of tan mittens in 
Mr. Acton's ELE 3250 class 









February 2 1  
FREE 
SPOOsored by UB Special 
Events & Coles County Women 
Against Rape. 
Offlclal Notices 
Campus Interviews za . 
BUSINESS-INDUSTRY-G- March 11 - Springfield 
OVERNMENT AGENCIES: Marine Bank; Quaker Oats . 
February 23 - Main Hurd- March 14 - Il l .  Bureau of the 
man (Formerly Murphy , Jenne Budget. 
& Jones) .  March 1 5 - Zayre Corp. ;  
February 2 4  - Sangamon K's Merchandise Mart. 
State (Internships) ;  Main Hurd- March 1 6  - K's Merchan-
man . dise Mart. 
February 25 - Illinois Coi- March 17 - U.S.  Air Force; 
legiate Job Fair . Peace Corps. 
March 1 - The Checkley March 18 - U.S.  Air Force; 
Agency . Missouri Pacific Railroad ; Pep-
March 2 - Il l .  Dept. of si . 
Revenue. March 19 - U.S.  Air Force. 
March 3 - McDonald's SUMMER JOBS: 
March 7 - World Color . February 24 - Towering 
Press (Comp. Math Interns) ; Pines & Woodland Camps 
ICTC (Comp. Math Interns) .  · (Sign u p  i n  the Placement 
March 8 - Walgreens; · Center now) .  
Susie's Casuals ; K-Mart Ap- March 1 - Army Corps of 
parel ;  Northwestern Mutual Engineers - Lake Shelbyville 
Life Ins . (Sign up in the Placement 
March 9 - Northwestern Center now) .  
Mutual Life Ins . ; Main Hurdman SCHOOLS: 
(Acctg. Interns) ;  McDonnell- March 2 1  - McAllen ln-
Qouglas . dependent School District , 
March 10 - Godfather's Piz- McAllen, TX. 
CAREER SEMINARS:  
March 7 - Walgreen Co.  -
Shelbyville Rm . ,  University 
Union - 7 :30 p.m.  
March 8 McDonnell 
Douglas Corp.  - Shelbyville 
Rm. ,  Univ. Union - 8 p.m. 
March 1 0 - Peace Corps -
Table in lobby of Union from 
noon to 4 :30 p.m. - Film 
presentation Shelbyville Rm. ,  




and P lacement Center 
Arts-Sciences Majors 
Students with majors in the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
who are planning to enroll in 
upper level courses in the 
School of Business during the 
Summer 1983 and/or Fall 
1 983 terms must place 
themselves on a priority list by 
applying in person in the office 
of Dean Laible, 220 Old Main. 
Lost and Found 
Remember - lost-and-found 
ads are run three days FREE 
as a service to our readers ! 
Please limit ads to 1 5 word::. or 
less. 
--------�cOOh 
LOST: Brown wallet with 
b la c k  lace t rim . L ost 
somewhere between Fine Arts 
and Union. Call 348-5361. 
________2/22 
LOST: One blue mitten 
around Pemberton . If found, 
please call 3176 . -------....,--2122 
A n nouncements 
Attention EIU students: Need 
help with your state and federal 
income tax forms? The Ac­
counting Club is offering FREE 
services to students who need 
assistance with the 1 040A and 
1 040EZ forms. This will be of­
fered in Blair Hal l ,  room 103, 
every Saturday at 1 0-12 noon 
starting Jan. 29 and continuing 
through March 19. THERE 
WILL BE NO CHARGE FOR 
ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE .  
__ c2/4,  18,25 ,3/4 , 11, 18 
Curt, Here's to my neck turn­
ing green and blue whales 
forever .  Love, Donna. P.S.  
Happy V-Day 352 days early . 
--,--------2/18 
Carrie and Debbie , Best 
wishes on your respective bir­
thdays! Love always, J . R .  --------�2/18 
Ya snooze , ya lose ! 
EIU . . .  get your buns over to the 
TKE house for an all campus 
4 :00 club. Don't be square, be 
there ! 
________ 2/18 
Randi:  Have a 24-karat day 
on your golden birthday! Hap­
py 19th .  Love , from the girls .  
--------�2/1 8 
Karen, Thanks for being 
such a funny roommate . We 
love you . Your dud room­
mates , Nancy and Christi . 
� 2 / 1 8 
r-"' ...... .._.. ...... .._...._...._.. ...... , I Advertising 
I Sa lesperson 
I for the Dai ly 
I Eastern News Must be : I -well organized 
I -self motivated -people oriented 
i · Generous I Commission 
I and valuable 
I job experience offered 1
1 
Apply in person at the Daily 
Eastern News Office , North 
I Buzzard Gym by 4 :00 p.m.  
I M o n . .  F e b . 2 1 s t . Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors only, please. L . _ .. _ ,._...._...._... ..._....-.. 
Announcements 
Have you or anyone you 
know been sexually assaulted? 
Free and confidential help is 
available . Call Women Against 
Rape 345-21 62 . 
__________oo 
KEEP ABORTION SAFE 
AND LEGAL.  Join NARAL free . 
Referrals 345-9285 .  
---=---------00 
Carpet your room with a rem-
nant, see Carlyle Interiors 
Unlimited, West Route 16 , 
open 8-6 Mon . -Sat . phone 
345-7746 __________ ob 
Problem Pregnancy? Bir­
thright cares. Free testing . 
348-8551 Monday - Thursday 
3-6 
__________ oo 
Need money . for school? 
Eagle Bank makes student 
loans to ALL qualified students 
no matter what your parent's 




Coming Soon-Josten's clua 
r ings . Display i n  Union 
Bookstore . Taking ordera 
March 2,3 .4 in the Union next 
to candy counter.  
_____ c2/9, 1 8,25,3/2 
To my secret admirer -
Although I 'd like to meet you, I 
must confess I won't wear a 
dress . Tell me , what else wl 
do? Janet. 
________ 2/1 8 
Mary, We're going on 1 5  
months and I love you more 
and more each day. Love, Pat­
ty . ________ ,2/1 8 
Matthew, Congratulations on 
surviving the past six weelca. 
You're great! Keep up the 
good work. Also, thanks for a 
great Valentine's Day! Love ya, 
. Holly .  
________ ,2/1 8  
Kai ,  Get psyched for this 
weekend! I missed you. Yru 
best friend, Caretta. 




Ad to read 
Under classification of : 
Dates to run ____________ � 
COST : 1 2 cents per word first day, 9 cents 
per word each consecutive day thereafter 
(minimum 1 0  words) . Student rate half price ­
ad MUST be paid for in advance. PLEASE: no 
checks for amounts less than $ 1 .  00. Lost & 
Found ads are ruh FREE for three days. 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit 
in Daily Eastern News box in Union by 2 p. m. 
one business day before it is to run. Tt)e News 
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads con­
sidered libelous or in bad taste. 
Student? (Student rate half-
price) D Yes D No 
Payment: _______ O Cash DCheck 
Official Notices are paid for thr6ugh the Office of Un iversity Relations .  
Questions concern ing notices should b e  directed to th.at office : . 
This applies especially to 
students seeking the minor in 
Business Administration. The 
deadline is Feb . 23 , 1983. 
Paul Kirby 
Assistant Dean 
College of Arts & Sciences 
l l l lnols Sheriff's 
Association Scholarship 
Application forms for the Il­
linois Sheriffs' Association 
Scholarship Program are 
available on the sec0nd floor , 
East Wing of the Student Ser­
vices Building. Scholarships 
will be awarded to deserving 
· students based on ability, 
merit , character and sincerity 
or purpose in reaching his/her 
goal .  Applications must be sub­
mitted by March 1 to the sheriff 
of the county of the applicant's 
permanent Illinois residence. 
Sue McKenna 
Director , Financial Aids 
. Kate Booker 
Stapp Scholarship 
Any female enrolled in a 
teaching curricula who is a 
. widow (or whose husband is 
disabled) and who has at least 
one child under the age of 18 
is eligible to apply for a small 
award from the Kate Booker 
Staff Scholarship. Please bring 
letters of application detailing 
the need for assistance to the 
second floor, East Wing, Stu­
dent Services, n.o later than 
March 15,  1983. 
Sue McKenna · 
Director, Financial Aids 
83-84 Financial Aid, 
Pell Grant, ISSC 
In order to apply for financial 
aid to be awarded for 83-84 
through the Office of Financial 
Aids, you must: 
1 . Submit the EIU aid ap­
plication along with copies of 
your and your parents' federal 
income tax returns for 1 982. 
See the aid application for 
complete rules . 
2. Complete a "Family Finan­
cial Statement" and submit to 
ACT with a processing· fee, re­
questing that EIU receive an 
analysis of the data. 
If you wish to apply ONLY for 
a Pel l  Grant and/or ISSC, do 
n.ot complete the forms listed 
above. Rather, complete an 
"Application for Federal Stu­
dent Aid . "  
All application forms will be 
available no later than Feb. 1 
on the upper floor , East Wing, 
Student Services Building. It 18 
imperative they be submitted 
as soon as possibl'3.  To be cer­
tain of consideration for EIU 
aid , your application file must 
be complete by April 15; for 
ISSC consideration only, the 
financial statement should be 
filed .before June 1 .  
Sue McKenna 
Director , Financial Aids 
Friday's Classified· ads Please report  c lass1s 1 fed errors 1 1 nmed1ate ly at 58 1 · 2 8 1 2 .  A correct ad w i l l  appear 1n t h e  n e x t  e d 1 1 t o n  U n l ess n o t 1 f 1 e d . we cannot be respo n s i ble 
February 18, 1 983 The Dally Eastern News 
for an incorrect  ad af ter  t i s  f i rst  1 n sert 1on . 
Announcements 
ILLINOIS S U N BATH E R S !  
Springbreak Florida trip t o  Ft. 
Lauderdale or Key West: 8 
beach days, 7 nights lodging in 
me hotels "on the strip, . .  plus 
tightly parties (rom $ 1 2 5 .  Call 
800·368·2006 TOLL FREE! 
Ask for Annette. Go with 
friends or organize a small 
group and sunbathe for FREE! 
_c2/4 , 8 ,  1 1 ,  1 5 , 1 8 , 2 2 , 2 5  
Lynelle - It's your 1 9th and 
rve enjoyed all the fun times 
w e ' v e  h a d . 
Remember . . .  tapeworms, bowl· 
ilg, softball ,  injuries, drop and 
give me two, numerous ROAD 
TRIPS, Debbie's van and at· 
lached bra, Shelbyvil le . . .  You a 
Pig, Lizzy Bond , Suprell and 
Antweekie ,  Milk Crates, Gertie 
my maid . . .  Charleston trips , 
quarters, crying in Paula's 
room, Ralph ,  Sleepy time, the 
last stall .  . .  fishing ,  hunting for 
worms . . .  the blender in Pam's 
face, Nelly and Weesa, Franny 
111d Billy, Harris' office 1 st 
hour, nights at the lake, inva· 
lion of the "bugs , "  the big 
chase . . .  Latin and Mickey D's,  
Penelope, L . P . , Lugubrious 
and Lucy's ear piercing 
c l in ic . . .  N e w  Year's Eve , 
C .P .A . . . .  Remember? Love ya, 
Lisa. 
________ 2 / 1 8 
Happy birthday SHARI ARP! 
Be ready for a wild weekend 
but stay out of the bathtub.  
Cheers, Pattie,  Sue,  Debbie 
rnd Sharon . 
________ .2/ 1 8  
OREO - 00000 ! Happy 2 ·  
2 !  P i g  out, rock out, a n d  do 
your funky strut. "Oreo" is the 
game and G . B .  is the name, 
cause you 're the partyin' 
queen and a real love machine.  
Saturday is the night and we'll 
tie ii on just right. A drink for 
you , a drink for me, sun god· 
desses we will forever be. Lots 
of love and hot dogs , Dolphin . 
-=---=.,...--...,....,-,-- .,...-,.---2/ 1 8 The Short House invites you 
_,; help Peggy Pelati celebrate 
Itel birthday tonight! -----�--2 / 1 8 
Robbie - You were great 
Tuesday night at Ted's!  "Near 
Myth" would be a near myss . 
without you ! 
________ 2 / 1 8 
Announcements 
Save on your food bill  and 
win a $200 shopping spree 
sponsored by Alpha Sigma 
Tau . 
_____ .c2/ 1 4 ,  1 6 , 1 8  
Welcome Alpha Gain parents 
to EIU this weekend !  We're 
glad you're here! 
_________ 2 / 1 8 
Don't forget: Financial Aids 
Seminar, Sunday, Feb. 20 at 7 
p . m .  in the Old Ballroom in the 
Union.  All are welcome and en· 
couraged to attend. 
_________ ,2 / 1 8 
Don't forget to sign-up for 
POOL TOURNEY at Below 
Deck this Sat. Deadline is 
1 2 :30 Saturday. 
_________ 2 / 1 8 
BILL BLEEKER is psyched 
for Alpha Phi dreamboat 
dance. 
_________ 2 / 1 8 
Peggy "Lush" Pelati - Hap· 
py 20th birthday! Here's to 
Bacard i ,  J . D . ,  good times and 
the best friend ever! Love , 
Diane. 
_________ 2 / 1 8 
Kathey, Sue, Crystal, Cindy 
and Kell ie:  Remember to stay 
psyched as you were during I ·  
Week and may the love for 
your sorority be with you 
always. 
_________ 2 / 1 8 
To the men of Kappa Kappa 
Psi� Thanx for the fantastic 
function!  Beta Chis.  
_________ ,2/1 8 
Smurf ,  : Looking forward to 
having a smurfy time at formal ! 
Love, your smurfette . 
_________ .2 / 1 8 
Don't Forget: Financial Aids 
seminar Sunday, Feb. 20 at 7 
p . m .  in the Old Ballroom in the 
Union . All are welcome and en· 
couraged to attend . 
_________ 2/1 8 
Christi and Nancy - You 
guys are the best friends a 
D U D  like me could ever ask 
for. I love you both - Karen . 
_________2 / 1 8 
TKE'S had a great time at the 
Caddyshack party with the Tri· 
Sigs. Let's do it again . 
________ 2 / 1 8 
Kim Bolvin ,  Happy birthday 
A·Mom ! Have a great day and 
celebrate. Sigma Love , Lori . 
------ · - _ _  2 / 1 8  
From the Wizard 's Closet ------
) 
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Announcements 
Car Trouble? Lowest rates in 
town on minor mechanical 
work. Service calls $ 1 0 . 00.  
Most minor repairs made r- : ;  
the spat to avpid towing 
charges. Our specialization is 
auto body repairs. BIGGS & 
SCHWARTZ Auto Renovation , 
345· 1 353.  
-=-=-,..,...,.-----2/28 GRAMPS GRAMS SINGING 
TELEGRAM ! Have a wheezing 
vagrant sing a song for any oc· 
casion . Pies in  face available.  
$5. 345·29 1 7 . 
_________ 2/22 
I need a r ide to Kenny Log· 
gins concert - Feb . 2 1  -
contact Deb at 2095 or 2 7 9 4 .  --------�2 / 1 8 
Association of Industrial 
Technology has information for 
you ! Come to our table Friday 
in  U nion Walkway. 
-=-----,-----2/ 1 8  Eastern I l l inois Barf l ies !  
Wednesday's meeting was 
cancelled and moved to Tues· 
day the 2 2 nd at 9 : 00 at the 
Panther Lounge. Sorry. Central 
bar to be chosen.  All interested 
in this position must call 348· 
5455 by Feb. 2 2  at 1 p . m .  
________2/2 1 
All campus 4 O'Clock club 
today at the TKE house. 1 429 
7th St .  Everyone welcome. 
-,.-- -----2/ 1 8 Klepto Kitties , Congratula· 
lions on going into Inspiration 
Week. Your Sig Kap sisters are 
proud of you . 
________ 2 / 1 8 
Cindy, Formal will be wild ! 
Get ready to party hardy. Todd.  
________2 / 1 8 
To my cute Longhair, "My 
thought today and everyday" :  
Thanks for turning my life 
around,  and making me happy 
once agai n .  Have a great bright 
and sunshiney day ! Love , kid . ---�----2/ 1 8  
Peggy: I hope your 20th bir· 
thday is the best ever. I know 
you'll have fun.  Don't get too 
wild . Love, Cheryl . 
________ 2/ 1 8  
Good job , Scoop, on the 
news article today. You're 
such a great reparter! Love 
you , 1 1 04 .  
________ 2 / 1 8 
Kegar the Beerbarian 
Announcements 
DON'T LEAVE CAMPUS 
without it!  Student Discount 
Cards will be distributed Friday 
Feb. 1 8  in the U n ion Walkway. 
9·3 .  
_________ 2 / 1 8 
Get INVOLVED! ORGANIZA· 
TION DAY is Friday , Feb. 1 8 , 
in the U n ion Walkway. Come 
check out some of the 
organizations at E I U .  
...:_ _______ 2 / 1 8 
DPMA members, you could 
be a winner. Sell the most raffle 
tickets and win a spaghetti din· 
ner for two at Kracker's .  
Tickets can be obtained from 
room 308 in Blair Hal l .  
________2/2 1 
Additional 50 percent off of 
clearance merchandise. 1 7 · 
2 1 st. At Sycamore and June· 
tion , Charleston Plaza, Lincoln 
and University Drive . 
________ 2 / 1 8 
Marcia Saunders, Thanks so 
much for everything you've 
done for me already. We're 
gonna have great t imes 
together! ! Your "Monster" Liz.  
P.S. Hope your slammers in· 
vitation is stil l  open ! 
--------�2 / 1 8 
Kathy Price , We all ap· 
preciate your suppart and help. 
Hang in there! !  Sigma· love , 
your pledges. 
--------�2 / 1 8 
Dorene, I couldn't have 
received a sweeter daughter!  
I 'm proud to be your mom . 
Keep up the good work. Sigma 
love, Kathy.  
_________ 2 / 1 8 
NUT HOUSE - party - Fri· 
day night - Be there . 
_________ 2 / 1 8 
DZ pledges (alias one great 
group of girls ) :  You gals are stil l  
going strong and we can tell 
you are still very much psych· 
ed. We could never have ask· 
ed for a better pledge class (or 
dreamed of one) . So keep up 
the fantastic job and also the 
house decorations made our 
Valentine's Day . Love, Your DZ 
sisters . --------�2 / 1 8 
Congratulations M ISSY BELL 
- New student government 
senator! You're the greatest! 
Love, your Alpha Garn sisters . -
2 / 1 8 
\.j£a,J Kf�AA..; WHAi 
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Announcements 
Debbie and Patty, You both 
are great. Thanks so much for 
everything already. I 'm looking 
forward to everything ahead . 
Love you guys! Sigma love, 
Lori . 
-:-::-::-.....,-,.-- ---2/ 1 8 Kelly, Happy 2 1  st birthday. 
Hope to make yours as GREAT 
as you made mine even without 
"The Vault" and Motorcycle 
Mama. Love ya, Kim . 
-:::--------2/ 1 8 Organization Day is Friday, 
February 1 8  9 : 00·3:00 in the 
U nion Walkway. Come by and 
c h e c k  out the campus 
organizations . 
________ 2/ 1 8  
Interested in winning a $50 
g i f t  c e r t i f i c a t e  f r o m  
Osco/Eisner? Contact a DPMA 
member and buy a raffle ticket. 
________2/2 1 
Shelley , Thanx for all the 
Sigma surprises. You're the 
greatest mom anyone could 
have. Love ya lots and lots. 
Dawn . 
________ 2 / 1 8 
KIM BOLVIN - Happy 2 1  
tomorrow, slick! Get ready for 
a good one Saturday but 
beware of brain tumors on Sun· 
day. Love , Warf. --------�2/1 8 
Tim - Two months and five 
days is a long time.  I can't 
seem to get enough of seeing 
.you . You make me very happy! 
I 'm glad I met you! Pretty soon 
it will be time for another 
romantic evening - Your bud· 
dy, pal and sweetheart. 
________ .2 / 1 8 
Sherri Towse: Congratula· 
tions,  we're all so very happy 
for you . You are one great gal 
and we all love you . Your DZ 
sisters . 
________ 2 / 1 8 
NUT HOUSE song of the 
week: Let's Go Get Stoned -
AAS. 
________ 2/ 1 8 
Congratulations Karin Kraai 
and Pam Knorr for being in· 
ducted into the Honorary Order 
of Omega. We're all so proud 
of you . Love , your DZ sisters . 
_________2 / 1 8 
Party at the Nut House Frj­
day night. 
________ 2 / 1 8 
J:. ..D>N'T 
/ J.\MIE. NJ'r 
c..1.AS'S . 
1 3  
Announcements 
Beta Chi Actives - Thanks 
for all the good times and hap· 
PY memories we've shared! 
can't wait to become a OBX ac­
tive, I know the time is near and 
I just wanted to say thanks one 
last time as an A . M .  To my 
mom , who suffered lonely 
nights because she was an 
unwed mother, gee you're 
swel l !  To those two last hour 
coke-dates, you know who you 
are, I alwasy save the best for 
last! To my favorite Cad· 
dyshack "gopher, " the latE: 
n ight glasses of wine and long 
talks were gr�at! To my sister .  
· the "Blue" fiun,  I really a id1  · 
mean to get pregnant! To ali 
the other actives who I haven't 
mentioned yet. what do you 
think I am , rich or something?! I 
love you all very much and I ' m  
thrilled t o  be a member o f  OBX. 
Let's keep it together forever! 
Love, Kell ie .  
________ 2 / 1 8 
Eileen, To the "oldest and 
maturest" of the gang.  Us kids 
are remembering the good old 
days, l ike :  papcorn and TV, 
Kracker's and dancing (oww la 
la la) , learning the words to 
Meatloaf and jammin ' .  Hope 
the coming year brings more 
good memories. WE hope WE 
have a happy 2 1 st. P .S .  
"Since we're living here in col· 
lege town , plan on closing all 
the bars down . "  Love ya, Don· 
na, Pam , Judy, Diane and Lisa. --------�2 / 1 8 
What do you mean you're not 
d o i n g  a n y t h i n g  t o d ay ?  
Everybody i s  going to b e  a t  the 
4 O'clock club today at- the 
TKE house. 
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. ..skate your way into the classifieds 
Friday, February 1 8 , 1 983 
. .  
I CANNOT TELL · 
A LIE! 
ABE DID IT ! 
' . 
If Geo_rge can tell a Fib , you 
. .  can too ! · And this is your 
LAST CHANCE ! 
•Come in today to The Daily Eastern News and place in the 
classifieds the Biggest Lie you can think of. 
•This is your LAST opportunity to tell fibs 
about friends , roommates , teachers and get 
away with .it . 
•Every 22nd person who places and Ad for 
· this promotion will receive a FREE CHERRY 
PIE from L G.A. 
•The first 50 people to place a classified " Lie " 
will receive a coupon good for 10 FREE 
· Words on their next classified of 20 words or 
• Classified " Lies " will appear Feb. 22 in the 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS. . 
* * * SUPER B.ONUS * * * . 
All those who submit a Classified 
' ' Lie ' ' will be part of a Special 
. Drawing to be held Feb . 1 8 , - 1 983 . 
The WINNER of this Drawing wil� . 
receive a Gift Certificate worth $ 1 5  
'from -DALE BAYLES (and that' s' 
the truth) 
Sponsored By: 
Student Publications Marketing Dept. 
e Dally Eastern News February 1 8 , 1 983 1 5  
Men 's track at Purdue • • •  
by Mike Lynch 
Eastern's men's  tracksters will 
concentrate on strong individual 
performances rather than a good 
team finish Saturday at the eight­
team Purdue University indoor in-
vitational. 
· 
The Panthers will compete 
against Purdue, Indiana State, 
North Central, Parkland Junior 
College, Southwestern Michigan, 
and Western Michigan. However, 
no team scores will be recorded. 
"hi this type of meet we're more 
concerned with getting a good 
single performance from someone 
as oppossed to spreading out his 
talent to score points ,"  Eastern 
head coach Neil Moore said. 
"If you go into a meet and don't 
have to worry about point produc­
tion you can experiment with the 
team and perhaps discover some 
new talent, ' '  Moore continued. 
In addition, Moore said Satur­
day's  meet provides the opportuni­
ty to qualify runners for the Na­
tional Collegiate Athletic Associa­
tion indoor championships March 
1 1 - 1 2 .  
. 
Moore described Saturday' s  
meet as  "low-key" but said all the 
events should have strong fields. 
Moore also said the meet will give 
him a chance to watch some of his 
runners try different events . 
Those tracksters competing in 
different events include Merrill 
Kaney in the 880-meter run, Drew 
Geisler in the mile, Joel McKinney 
in the half-mile and Dave Houston 
in the l 000-meter run. 
Eastern also has junior standout 
sprinter Claude Magee returning to 
the line up after a two-week layoff. 
. • • as women face Indians 
by Kathy Leahy 
Eastern's women indoor track 
team will host a talented Southeast 
Missouri State squad at 1 1  a .m.  
Saturday in a dual meet at  Lantz 
Fieldhouse. 
Eastern coach John Craft said 
he will rely on strong performances 
from j unior sprinters Gail  
Stephens and Sonya Brown to 
outlast the visiting Indians . 
Stephens, who set a new school 
record (56.09) in the quarter mile 
at the Indiana Relays Feb . 4, leads 
Eastern and should prove in­
strumental Saturday agains t 
Southeast Missouri , Craft said . 
"Gail is doing a fine job for us.  
Anyone who can break a school 
record that early in the season is 
off to a tremendous start , ' '  Craft 
said . 
In addition, Brown finished with 
time of 6 .9  in the 60-yard· dash at 
ne five-team Indiana Relays to 
ead Eastern to a third-place finish 
n that meet . 
Below Deck 
Weekend S ecials 
Fri . 
3-7 
$ 1 .75 
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Look what the · 
Cambridge Diet has 
done for m e !  
Happy 20th,  
DUNBAR 
Your 8th floor buddies 
"Sonya's time in the 60-yard 
dash at Indiana was exceptfonal . 
She's 9ff to a fantastic start ,"  
Craft said . 
"Gail and Sonya are both in the 
process of having a great season 
and I couldn't be happier, "  Craft 
added. 
However, Eastern will be 
without the services of long jumper 
Barbara Hudson, who suffered 
what Craft termed a "slight in­
jury" in practice Wednesday 
night. 
" Barbara has been doing a super 
job and improving steadily, "  Craft 
said . "We will definitely miss her 
in Saturday's meet . "  
Southeast Missouri coach Fred 
Binggeli said Eastern will be one of 
the school's  toughest opponents 
this season, and added he does not 
plan on winning the meet . 
"It  will be hard for us to beat 
them , "  Binggeli said. "Eastern has 
a good Division I team and should 




2800 University Dr. 
David Anderson 
Pastor 
Church . . . . . . .  9:30 a .m . & 6:00 p.m. 
Sunday School . . . . . . . . . l 0:45 a.m. 
Need a ridel' 
Call 345-5327 or 345-4317 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT :  
� o�Kig� 
ur '.\ l a d ison fl veque 
Corner of 5th 
& Madison 
NOW SERVING THE 
MADISON A VENUE 
SIZZLE 
CHARORO I LED TO O RDER 
HAMOURG ER OASKET 
REC I P E  STO LEN FROM 
Your 4th of July 
Backyard Barbeque 
YounQl ____ from page 1 6  
Edwardsville 64-54. The next evening 
Edwardsville played Eastern and the 
Panthers came away with a 69-54 
triumph. 
Following the battle with Nor­
theastern, the Panthers will turn their 
attention to Saturday's contest with 
Illinois-Chicago. 
Saturday night' s  game will match the 
Panthers against a struggling Illinois­
Chicago team, which is 3-20 on the 
season. 
However, Hilke said the Flames 
have played some tough competition 
and three of their losses have been to 
Big Ten members Wisconsin, Illinois 
and Minnesota. Other losses came 
against Notre Dame, Illinois State and 
SIU-Carbondale, Hilke said.  
"We are in the same situation with 
I llinois-Chicago that we are with Nor­
theastern . Their record is also deceiv­
ing and it should be a very close 
game, " Hilke said . 
Illinois-Chicago is a young team 
with• a roster that includes eight 
freshmen, two sophomores and two 
seniors . 
The Flames are led by freshman 
guard Phyllis Curry, who is averaging 
1 5 .2 points a game, and freshman Jo 
Ellen Swanson, the team playmaker, 
who has dished out 65 assists_ this 
season. 
Eastern will be led by senior Kathy 
Lanter, who matched her career high 
of 25 points during the Panthers' vic­
tory over SIU-Edwardsville . 
Lanter, who has . started in 63 
straight games, is averaging 12 .6  points 
and six assists per contest. · 
Sophomore forward Toni Collins ,  
who i s  averaging 1 5 .4 points a game , i s  
currently shooting 61 . 7 percent fn· in 
the field, ranking her 1 1 th among the 
best shooters in NCAA Division I .  
Hilke said the team will need t o  play 
tough this weekend because of an im­
portant conference match-up Monday 
at SIU-Carbondale . 
"We must show more intensity than 
we have the last three games . We had a 
good practice Monday and will give the 
players a day off before polishing up 
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Top players to- be featured in. weekend soccer tourne 
by John Humenik 
A host Qf the Midwest's  top indoor 
soccer players will compete Sunday in. 
the fifth annual 1 0-team Eastern In­
door Soccer Tournament at Lantz 
· Fieldhouse. 
The tournament features four 
regular games in two divisions and a 
7 :30 p .m.  tournament title game. 
Eastern competes in the 'B'  section, 
while a team composed of Panther soc­
cer alumni play in section 'A' . 
open the competition. The Panther Hyndman said many players ·wbo 
alumni will face the University of not see much playing time in the 
Wisconsin-Madison at 9:00 a.m. to · door season will start in S 
begin the tournament's  initial round. games . 
Hyndman said his squad is a favorite 
to repeat this year, but five other in­
�oor squads could also contend for the 
overall championship. 
"There's some really nice goals 
scored in this tournament and some 
talented players, "  . Eastern soccer 
coach Schellas Hyndman said. 
"In indoor soccer there are only 
seven players on a team and the pace is 
a lot faster then in outdoor soccer, " 
Hyndman continued. "No teams are 
going to blow anyone out , but they will 
be bruised by the end of the day. ' '  
· 
"This is a really good start for us , "  
Hyndman said. " I  think we've got a 
really good indoor team and everything 
is in proportion for an outstanding 
outdoor season. "  
Hyndman noted squads · from 
Wisconsin-Madison, Illinois State and 
McMurray College, as well as the 
Eastern alumni and Illinois State's se­
cond ·team as "likely teams to qualify 
for the championship game. ' '  
Eastern Indoor Tournam 
9 a.m . . . . . .  Alumni vs. Wisconsin· 
9 : 30 a . m_,_ • .  --:-.-:- Eastern vs. I l l inois 
-Noon . . . . . . . .  Alumni vs. Lewis and 
1 2 : 30 p . m  . . . . . . . .  Eastern vs. Mc 
2 p . m .  . . . . . . . . . .  Alumni vs. Illinois Eastern will be defending last year's  
title when the Piinthers square off with 
the University of Illinois at 9:30 a .m.  
Sunday. Eastern is led by · standouts Damien 
Kelly and Agyeman Prempeh, but 
2 : 30 p . m  . . . . . . . . . .  Eastern vs. R 
5 p . m  . . . . . . . .  Alumni vs. SIU-Ca 
5 : 3 0  p . m  . . . . . . . . . .  Eastern vs. B 
7 p . m  . . . . . . . . .  Tournament champio 
However, the Eastern match will not 
Friday's 
1 6  February 1 8, 1 9  
Men's cagers to face tal ler Li i -Chicago team 
by Kirby Flowers 
Eastern's basketball team will put its league­
leading 6- 1 record on the line at 7 :30 p .m.  Saturday 
against a taller Oniversity of Illinois-Chicago squad 
at Lantz Gym. 
The 9- 1 2  Panthers are coming off a 70-60 Associa­
tion of Mid-Continent Universities win Wednesday 
at the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay and have 
won 1 0  of their last 1 2  contests . 
"We control our own destiny ,"  Eastern head 
coach Rick Samuels said. "Our season is on the line 
every time we take the floor. ' '  
"We must continue to win at home and pick up a 
road win here or there . If we do that, we'll continue 
to be in the thick of (the conference race) , "  Samuels 
added. 
Illinois-Chicago, the AMCU pre-season favorite, 
is 1 3-9 on the season and 5-2 in league .play and will 
be one of the tallest teams Eastern will face all year . 
Consequently, the Flames' height advantage will 
cause some problems for the Panthers , Samuels 
noted . 
' 'They may be the biggest team that we have 
played this year , "  Samuels explained . "And because 
they are bigger we will have some problems matching 
up with them. "  
I n  addition, Eastern has played three games in five 
days, but Samuels said the atmosphere of the contest 
should help his players overcome any fatigue. 
"I think they will respond great to Saturday's  big 
game, " Samuels said. "I gave them the day off 
(Thursday) and hopefully we will recuperate . ' '  
" I  know the kids will b e  up because o f  the natural 
rivalry between the two teams, "  Samuels continued. 
"Most of the players know each other because they 
played against each other in the Chicago area when 
they were in high school, "  Sainuels added. "So I 
know our players will be very high for the contest . ' '  
However, Samuels said his squad will have to han­
dle Illinois-Chicago's height and play a team game if 
the Panthers are going to beat the Flames . 
"We are not going · to change our game play 
drastically." Samuels said. ' ' We are �oing to try to 
control the tempo of the game and try to keep them 
in a half-court game. " 
"We have to maintain our poise and execute our 
offense if we are going to beat them, "  Samuels con­
tinued. "And we must neutralize them_inside . "  
"We have t o  have a consistent effort from several 
players , "  Samuels added. "We need to get some 
points inside from (Kevin) Duckworth, (Dirk) An­
droff, (Steve) Hopkins, and (Paul) Neidig . "  
Samuels said Panther reserve · Hopkins may see 
more action than usual in an effort to neutralize the 
Flames' height advantage . 
"We could see a lot of Hopkins , "  Samuels said.  
"Steve has come in during some tight situations and 
played very well . He has asserted himself around the 
basket and has been a stablizing factor for us . "  
Consequently, Samuels said he thinks Saturday's 
game will be a good matchup for the Panthers . This 
week's  league statistics are yet another indication of 
how competitive the two teams are. 
Offensively, Illinois-Chicago and the Panthers are 
second and third in the AMCU team offense rank­
ings . The Flames are averaging 72 .9  points per game, 
while Eastern is averaging 71 ;5 markers an outing . 
In addition, in team defense the Flames are 
holding their opponents to 72. 1 points per contest. 
Eastern is right behind them, allowing its opponents 
73 .7  points per game. 
Eastern's Jones is the top scorer on the two teams 
with a 17 . 3 -point average . However, Illinois­
Chicago's John Ellis is right on his heels averaging 
1 6 . 3  points an outing . 
Jones and Ellis are fifth and sixth, respectively in 
the AMCU scorers' ranks .  In addition,  the Flames ' 
Ivan Daniels is also among the league's  top 1 0  
scorers , averaging 1 3 . 8  points per game . 
The two teams account for the top three spots in 
the conference's  best shooting percentages as the 
Panthers' Androff and Jones sandwich the Flames' 
Daniels . 
Androff leads the league with a 58 . 8  shooting 
percentage, while Daniels and Jones are second and 
third shooting 57 . 1  and 56 .5  percent, respectively. 
The Flames' Graig Lathen is among the nation's  
top three assist men and leads the AMCU by averag­
ing 8 . 9  per game. Jones is sixth in the AMCU, 
dishing out 3 . 9  an outing . 
Lathen is also second in the league in steals with 
2 .4 per contest. Samuels said he was impressed with 
Lathen's  ball handling ability and said the Panthers · 
will have to watch the swift guard. 
"He is an excellent ball handler, "  Samuels said . 
" He is one of the reasons we want to keep them in a 
half-court game. We don't  want to let him get going 
on us . "  
Eastern's Kevin Jones loses control of the ball 
ing the Panthers 60-59 victory over Howard U 
sity Monday at Lantz Gym . The Panthers will host 
University of I ll inois-Chicago 7 : 30 p . m .  Saturday 
conference clash. (News photo by Dan Halinsk) 
Inside Young cagers face tough weekend test 
Runners ready 
Eastern's men's track team 
travels Saturday to Purdue Univer­
sity for the Boilermaker's eight· 
team indoor invitational , while the 
women's team hosts Southeast 
M issouri State in a dual meet 
Saturday at Lantz Fieldhouse . 
see page 1 5  
by Kathy Leahy 
The Eastern women cager squad that 
takes the floor this weekend will be one 
of the youngest lineups head coach 
Bobbie Hilke has used in two years . 
Eastern will test its young lineup at 
7 : 30 p .m.  Friday against Northeastern 
Illinois and at 5 : 1 5  p .m.  Saturday 
against the University of Illinois­
Chicago at Lantz Gym. 
One senior, two sophomores and 
two freshmen will start for the 1 6-5 
Panthers , as Hilke continues to use a 
young lineup because of injuries . 
With leading scorer Nancy 
Kassebaum sidelined with a knee in- Golden Eagles were without the 
' jury, Eastern will start senior Kathy vices of junior forward Candy Cr 
Lanter, sophomores Toni Collins and and freshman center Robbie Fra · 
Lori Conine, and freshmen Sue Hynd Crosby and Franklin were both 
and Melanie Hatfield . eligible until January and have 
Northeastern enters Friday's contest played in 1 8  of the Golden Eagles' 
with a 1 7- 1 3  record, but Eastern head games this season, Hilke said. 
coach Bobbie Hilke called the Golden Crosby is averaging 27 points a 
Eagles' record ' 'a very deceiving one . ' '  and hauling down 1 1  rebounds, 
"Even though they have an unim- Franklin is averaging 14 .8  poia 
pressive record, they have a lot of outing and grabbing 1 1 .6 boards. 
talent, "  Hilke said. "So we need to be In addition, Crosby and Fr 
cautious . "  . combined for 53 points last F · 
Eastern defe"ated Northeastern han- when the Golden Eagles defeated 
dily earlier in the season, 92-37 ,  but the (See YOUNG, page 1 5) 
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3 Dating techniques have 
changed , but one ritual of 
cou rtsh ip remains constant 
8 World-class instructor reveals 
secrets of acclaimed success 










a for t h e  eye 
b for a r m  ( sling ) 
c for e l bow 
d for h a n d  
e fo r l o i n s  
I for b a c k  o f  the  foot 
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.:! Women's Basketball  
!= Women Cagers host Northeastern 
� I ll inois at 7 : 30 p . m .  Friday and 
.! I llinois-Chicago at 5: 1 5  p . m .  
:_ Saturday a t  Lantz Gym . 
GI 
� Men 's Basketbal l  
: Panthers host Illinois-Chicago at 
,! 7 : 30 p . m .  Saturday at Lantz Gym . 
I-
Women 's Track 
Trac ksters host South east 




Showings at 1 :30,  4 : 3 0 ,  7 and 
9:20 p . m .  Friday through Sunday. 
Triple Cinemas, Mattoon . Rated 
PG.  
"The Sting I I" 
Showings at  1 : 4 5 ,  4:45,  7 :  1 0  and 
9:25 p . m .  Friday through Sunday. 
Triple Cinemas, Mattoon . Rated 
PG. 
"Rocky I l l" 
Showings at 6 : 30 and 9 p.m.  Fri­
day and Sunday. Grand Ballroom . 
Rated PG. 
"48 HRS. " 
Showings at 2, 5, 7 :20 and 9 : 30 
p . m .  Friday through Sunday. Triple 
C inemas , Mattoon. Rated A. 
Music 
Ted 's Warehouse 
"Rare I l lusion" will perform on Fri­
day and " U . S . A .  "-formerly 
"Wi.llard Cratchelow , "  on Saturday 
from 9 : 1 5  p . m .  to 1 a . m .  both 
nights. 
The Trestle 
"The Scanners" will perform from 
9 p . m .  to 1 a . m .  Friday and Satur­
day.  · Ballroom with "The M isty 
Five" from 3 to 6 p . m .  and " Lois 
Corley and Country Crossover" 
will perform from 8 to 1 1  p . m .  Sun­
day . 
The Holiday Inn 
"Sl im Pickins" wi l l  perform from 9 
· p . m .  to 1 a . m .  Friday and Satur-
day . · 
M ike's Place 
"Ivory Grand" will perform from 9 
p . m .  to 1 a . m .  Friday and Satur­
day . 
Churches 
First C hristian Church 
Service will be at 9 a . m .  at 4 1 1 
Jackson Ave. "The Road We 
Travel "  will be Sunday's sermon . 
U niversity Baptist Church 
Sunday's service at 1 0 :30 a . m .  at 
1 505 Seventh St. 
I m manuel Lutheran Church 
Services will be at 8 :  1 5 and 
1 0 : 4 5  a. m .  at 902 Cleveland Ave. 
''if You Need Me, Call Me"" will be 
Sunday's sermon.  
Wesley U nited Methodist 
Church 
Services at 9 and 1 1  a.m. at 2 206 
S. Fourth St .  Sunday's sermon will  
be "The Ragman , the Ragman , the 
Christ . "  
First Presbyteria n C hurch 
Service will be at 1 0 :30 a . m .  at 
Seventh Street and Madison 
Avenue.  "The Seven Deadly Sins, 
No. 3-Envy" will  be Sunday's 
sermon . 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
Sunday service at 1 0 : 3 0  a.m.  at 
2 2 3 1  Fourth St. 
Newman Commu nity 
Saturday mass at 6 : 30 p . m .  in 
Newman Center. Sunday mass at 
9 and 1 1  a . m .  in Buzzard 
Auditorium . 
Trinity Episcopal Church 
Holy Eucharist at 9 a.m. at 2200 
Western Ave . ,  Mattoon . Call  348-
81 91 during the day for a ride .  
Unitarian Universal lst Fellowship 
Services on the first and third Sun­
, days of the month at 1 0 : 30 a. m .  at 
1 602 1 1 th St. 
Be su re to tune in to the Verge next week 
.. . ior a tribute to old friends at the 4077th 
, . 
Featuring: 
Accounting Club aid 
students with taxes 
by Dawn· Mangini 
For most of us, it isn't  a whole lot. But the extra cold 
hard cash received from income tax refunds is a welcome 
addition to any student's  limited funds . 
Through a new service offered by Eastern' s  Accounting 
Club, students can learn how to prepare their own income 
tax forms . And this weekend is not too early to begin. 
From 10 a.m. to noon Saturday, ambitious students can 
take advantage of the new service provided in Blair Hall 
Room 1 03 .  Junior and Senior accounting students, who 
have completed the federal tax accounting class, will pro­
vide assistance. 
Junior Dave Kreke, Accounting Club secretary/· 
treasurer, said the service will be offered every Saturday at 
the same place and time until the tax form deadline. 
The service, he added, . has not yet received a very 
healthy response, but he predicts a better response as the 
April 1 5th deadline approaches .  
Members of the Accounting Club will assist students 
with both the 1 040A and 1 040EZ tax forms . The 1040EZ 
form, new this year, can be completed by single taxpayers 
with no dependents . In addition, someone wishing to use 
the 1 040EZ form must have earned an income of less than 
$50,000 during the year and accumulated no more than 
$400 in interest. 
Kreke said most students' will find both forms easier to 
understand after the procedure is explained by someone 
more knowledgeable in the field . 
So, how about giving mom and dad a break this year 
and learn how to do your own income taxes.  
in your hands . 
-- O n  the cover ---- Staff box --
This week's Verge cover was 
designed by Kevin Wade. One 
never knows when he may need to 
know how to do a particular thing.  
The Verge has attempted to fulfill 
its social responsibil ity to readers 
with the dissemination of informa­
tion . 
Editor . . . . . . . . .  Denise Skowron 
Asst. editor . . . . . . .  Becky Tinder 
Art d irector . . . . . . .  Tim Broderick 
Photo editor . . . . .  Brian Ormiston 
Copy editors . . . . . . . . .  Kim Kelly, 
Becky Lawson, Toni Tomassin i ,  
Douglas Backstrom 
c./lt.a r t  y 's Video Movie Rental 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON 





� Clearance of all 
Fall & Winter � 
� 
Regular  up to $500° 
M:��eShoes_  - �  
-- -�out�-Sid� of �uar;_ M -tc:�=· ::::::::.•� . 
� -VHS. Beta. and Disc 
� '" ·�� Phone : 345-68 1 8 for detai l 
'ft:· r:IR ll'S .. _ ,, �%�� •. •.· -. •l" t "  
Think "wink" .i 
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PICK UP SOME • • •  
0 0 
• • •  TODAY 
at · u\fobQes C(IQowett ghop 
503 Jefferson 2 blocks 
north of post office 
345-7007 








TO MAKE A LIVING. A COLUMBIA IPGI · ' · · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . _ PICTURES RELEASE f•E1 •30SAT.ADULTS � f•E 4•30 ADULTS � l•/ • SUN.$1.50} �·/ • $1.50.i 7:00 & 9:20 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
NOW SHOWING 
NICK NOLTE 
E D D I E  M U R PHY 
LI O U P C: 1 '-' I 1 '' _.. 
r•·E2;00sAr."Aoui.rs·1 f·E· ·5;()"(; . . . . . .  Aoui.rs·1 7:20 & 9:30 ,./ SUN.$1.50.: : .• / $1.50.: · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
The con is 
on • • •  place 
your bets! 
.,. • ••. STING •• 
A UNMRSAL PICTURE 
l·� ·;45·sAT ... ADULTS°l r•E· ·4·�45· · · · · ·ADULTS.j 7:1 0 & 9:25 :• / SUN.$1.50.: i./ • $1.50.: · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
by Beth Kenny 
In the old days things were easy . Boy 
meets girl , boy asks girl out on date, 
boy meets family, boy courts girl and 
possibly asks girl to wear his ring. 
But it's 1 983 and dating patterns 
have changed. Girls ask guys out, guys 
ask guys out, guys aon't ask anyone 
out , and many other variations . .  
But throughout history one element 
has remained constant in the ritual of 
courtship-flirting. 
Eastern . students, who requested 
anonomity, gave their responses to the 
question, "How do you flirt? " Guys 
and girls alike shared some of their 
most effective methods of flirting and 
their responses were quite varied . 
1 .  · Smile . 
2 .  Use mega eye contact . 
3 Introduce yourself and ask the 
five "Ws" : What's your 
name, where are you from, 
what's  your major, where do 
you live, what year are you? 
4 .  Buy him or  her a drink . 
5 .  Wink . 
6.  Get him or her in a good chug­
ging game (it can be especially 
fun if you cheat) . 
7 .  Tell a joke. 
8 .  Ask him or her t o  dance . 
9 .  Mention that your father or 
mother is rich . 
-
-4 
10 .  Use lines . i 
1 1 .  Don't  use lines . � 
12 .  Ask, "Where are the after � 
bars? " : 
1 3 .  Carry around philosophical i 
literature; i .e .  Nietsche (appeal � 
to the mind) . . ! 
14 .  Ask for an autograph. ;j 1 5 .  Invite him or her to come up i 
to your room and see your et- � 
chings . -; 
1 6 .  Ask him or her to model for . 2 
�u� � 
1 7 .  Use compliments , like, your � 
eyes are like crystal pools of :.. 
water, your lips are like tw(' ! 
rubies, etc . 
1 8 .  Say his o r  her eyelashes are on 
upside-down. 
1 9 .  Kiss his o r  her hand. 
20. Say you love/hate Greeks .  
21 . D o  erotic things with your 
tongue. 
. 22 . Show him or her your car, 
wallet or house, whichever is 
most impressive. 
23 . Lean up against him or her a 
lot. 
24. Ask , "Do you know what 
would look really good on 
you?" and when he or she 
answers ,  ' .' W hat? " say , 
"Me ."  
A February Special Just For You 
FROM 
TACO TRIO 
! formerly Taco G ringol 
Super Sa lad only $ 1 .03 
Al l m onth long ! . 
OPEN: Mon-Thurs 1 1 -8 S 1 1 .30 8 Fri-Sat 1 0:30-8 un · 
-
TACO TRIO 
1 1 4  0 E .  Linco l n  
A MESSAGE TO 
MY THREE SONS: 
· IQHN- You r brother is ... 
a big boy now. Let h im open 
his presents al l by himself. 
CRAIG- Let Steve 
blow out his candles fi rst. 
Then you can have a turn. 
STEVE-
Happy 21st Bi rthday! 
from your Mom 
(and your  Sis at SIU) . 
! 'Dorm' �ppetite! 
all 
�Off-campus cooks 
l add spice to l ife 
>-• � by Becky Lawson 
;t Sometime, within the course of a 
; �;emester , most Eastern students 
I residing in one of those veritable oases 
z 
c called dorms have the urge to do the 
! · unusual-eat a real meal. ! · When this urge occurs, these poor 
�; deprived ·souls look toward those lucky 
� individuals who live off-campus and 
� � not only possess a stove but also have 
: stuff on which to eat the meal . � Preparing an unforgettable "just 
: like Mom's" meal is not a difficult task · 
� because the only requirement is that - · you remember what it was like eating 
at home. 
The first step is one of the most im­
portant because when you live in a 
dorm you never really get to choose 
what ' s  for dinner . Therefore, you in­
vite the deprived "dormer" to choose 
the cuisine upon which you will dine . 
The next step of preparing for this 
memorable event is to scavenge 
amongst all your friends and come up 
with your tableware for · the evening . 
The plates must all be of matching 
design (absolutely no plain white) and 
preferably be of the more expensive 
genre . Use anything but clear 
glassware, possibly · something which 
coordinates with the plates and other 
dishes . 
Most important is the silverware . 
First, it must have a design-any 
design, as long as it is not plain. Se­
cond, the necks of the forks and 
spoons must not be bent in an un­
natural position . Third, the fork pro­
ngs must be even so the diner does not 
rearrange his dental work while remov­
ing a fork from his mouth . 
Hay� ypur guest help prepare at least 
one dish . Many are amazed by the pro­
cess of mashing and whipping real 
spuds .  
Remember, when serving the meal , 
do not serve from the stove as it is 
similar to food-service style . Allow the 
dormer to help himself from a number 
of bowls and platters set on the table . 
Second helpings should be encouraged . 
Preparing a meal "just like mom's"  
can be  a simple task if the guidelines 
are adhered to. 
An additional suggestion for guests : 
an offer to split the bill of the meal is 
often appreciated and helps to soothe 






1 6  oz. 
Big Beer 60° 
- Mixed Drinks 60° 
Hot Dogs 25° 
· Real w.orld demands comman·d of vi 
College, i n  essence, i s  a transition period from the 
comfortable environment of high school to the hard­
ships of the real world . Through the acquisition of a 
formal education, we can become better prepared in­
dividuals-individuals who can someday make the 
world a better place to live for generations to come. 
6. Turn your eyelids inside out . . 
a. Grasp eyelashes with forefingers. 
In recognition of the need for sufficient prepara­
tions to survive the trials and tribulations en­
countered every day, the Verge staff has compiled a 
list of ' 'how tos ' '  of necessary skills .  
b. Gently pull away from head (not too 
far). 
HOW TO: 
1 .  Whistle . 
c. Flip. 
2 .  Spit water from between your two front 
teeth . 
@ - b 7 .  Rumba 
3 .  Impersonate an amoeba. 
4.  Impersonate an amoeba impersonating a 
shark.  
5 .  Lose 1 0  ugly pounds i n  one easy step . 
·s . Make the most of your drinking money: 
a. Monday-$2 pitchers 
b. Tuesday-$2 pitchers 
c. Wednesday-quarter beers 
d. Thursday-"All You Can 
Drink" 
e. Friday-"Four O'Clock Club" 
f. Saturday-Bring own cup to 
party 
g. Sunday-Mattoon foi-package 
()lzzci S()t:clcilt 
r - - - - - - � - - - coupon - - - � - - - - - - -- , 
! . ()ci�l lcil�§ l 
s Large Thin Sausage g � c � and Pitcher of Coke '8 u � ! only $650 regularly $8 . 55 i 
i inside orders only • offer good Feb . 20. thru Feb. 24 1 
' - - - - - - - - - - - ·  uodno:> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _. 
1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6. 
1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6. 
7. 
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506 Monroe - just west of the square 
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A well known art form not properly appreciated by the human race, (you know, us) 
popularity and acceptance among art critics all over the cultured and intelligent parts of the world, according to 
Newton V. Helding. Helding is the curator of the Museum of Really Fine Doodling, located in Lapacaosta, N .M.  But enough about some 












Various in- struments may be used to doodle but exercise discretion . �--when choosing how much or how many. -
.. _ .  
--.-- � Talent means nothing in doodling . A person i 
Subject matter is unimportant, choose whatever "1;�::/·.;. :_/ 
� could draw simple uncomplicated items, or concen- ;: CT 
trate on slightly more or!1ate compositions . ! 
n. 
always say you 
party than you 
you rolled in 
urs later than 
you feel comfortable with . Personally, 
I doodle primarily humanoidal shapes , 
although 
I have been forced, 
at times , 
to limit my sphere of 
Basically though, 
anything worth drawing is worth doodling. 
When to doodle is a question I 've 
often never been asked. Doodle con­
stantly. Anytime you have a surface 
and something to make a mark with 
is a prime time to doodle . 
Class is a 
perfect time to doodle, particularly 
if it annoys those around you, 
especially if it annoys the teacher. 
And lastly, don't  be discouraged by the the usual 
art critics that come up to you and say,  
"OOOOOoooh, what's that supposed to be? " 
Simply beat them up. �� .... 
.,..,.� . ' . ' , ; . � I 
e child you were 
ortant to know 
between what is 
few examples of 
they say certain 
Blowing off c lass-a fine art to be nurtu red 
. " (What hap­
in a blender?) 
late for class.  
." (Memorize 
an .essay exam 
(Editor's note: The fol/owing column first 
appeared in the May 4, 1982 edition of the 
Daily Eastern News. Dru Sefton, who 
graduated from Eastern last spring, was city 
editor for the paper.) 
Because I am a graduating senior, people 
have a tendency to ask me probing questions 
such as, ·"What are you going to do with the 
rest of your life? " and "What is the one 
thing you learned in college? " 
The first question is a real stumper, to 
which I usually reply , "Got any sugges­
tions? " The second one is easy-I mastered 
the Fine Art of Blowing Off Classes . 
Friends tell me I should have majored in 
blowing off classes, but this is a talent which 
has to be nurtured and practiced . Skipping 
classes can not simply be learned. 
First , you must learn all the excuses for 
allowing yourself to blow off a class.  Ex­
cuses for morning classes are easy . Say, for 
example, you wake up with your alarm set to 
the radio and that AC/DC song you ab-
�------� ii.iilllDll i Free order of Fries · I 
I
i with one of our � new sandwiches · � 
SWISS MISS: Two hamburger patties with i 
Swlsa cheese, lettuce, grlled ontona. and 
I our apeclal aaice, al on toMted l'Y8· -CHEDDAR BURGER. 8M19 a SWl8a 188, but with cheddar -cheeee. (Explree 
eb_:!��- - · - --..J 
"The Newest Bar 
in town " 
Personal file: 
Dru Sefton 
solutely hate comes on; that's one . Or if you 
wake up and your room is too cold , too hot 
or too messy-those are more. Or, if it's 
pouring rain, you have a duty to blow off 
class . You could catch cold and would have 
to miss quarter beer night . 
Quarter beer nights fall under another 
category of excuses , that of the Pre-Planned 
Blowoff. A Pre-Planned Blowoff occurs 
when it is 1 a .m.  and you're at Mother's  with 
your 1 5th.beer in your hand and a person ·of 
the opposite sex is hanging on your arm, sug­
gesting that you two crawl off to discuss the 
meaning of life .  Right then and there you 
decide to blow off that 8 a .m.  accounting 
class. 
But most blowoffs occur somewhere 
between an hour and a few minutes before 
Sign up now for 
class . Once the decision has been made, stick 
to it. There's always something better to do 
than go to class . Some activities in whiCh to 
partake while blowing off a class include 
watching TV, eating, sleeping, drinking or 
playing golf-any of the fii1er things in life 
attending classes deprives you of. 
It  is important to be prepared once you do 
decide to go back to class, be it one day or 
one month later . Always have an excuse in 
case the professor -notices your sudden 
presence. Alibis can range from simple for 
j ust missing -one class ("My alarm didn't go 
off") to complex for missing a week or more 
("I 'm having deep personal problems at this 
time in my life") .  
Always remember, the more you blow off 
classes , the easier it becomes ; keep practic­
ing .  You, as a college student, have more 
than a right to blow off classes . It's your du­
ty. Never again in your life will irrespon­
sibility be so simple and feel so good. 
.• 
� 
ling begins first wee1 
- cost $ 1 . 5 0 per p 
• 1n · 
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ms will consist �f four m�':'lb�� 
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THE GREAT TWENTY-EIGHT 
Chuck Berry 
Presley with the masses , but even 
Presley recorded Chuck Berry songs . 
the other musicians.  A pleasant 
prise is the reggae-ish 1 956 nu 
" Havana Moon. " 
z 






• .c: .... 
Chuck Berry may well have been the 
single most influential musician in rock 
music . His songs have left their mark 
on nearly everyone who has picked up 
a guitar, from the Beatles to Steve 
Miller and from the Rolling Stones to 
Ted Nugent. 
Berry's  records we-:-: released on the 
legendary Chess label of Chicago . The 
label has recently been revived, and its 
first release is the double album The 
Great Twenty-Eight by Chuck Berry . 
The Great Twenty-Eight, culled 
from the original master tapes, follows 
Berry throughout his stay with Chess 
Records , beginning with 1 95 5 ' s  
"Maybellene" and going up t o  1 965 ' s  
" I  Want T o  B e  Your Driver . "  In 
between are 10 years of Berry' s  best-
Berry's  later numbers show him 
be almost at his wits ' end to con · 
pumping out songs . A lot of the · 
his stories-in-song don't have much 
an ending, such as the rather 
necessary sequel to "Johnny 
Goode, " " Bye Bye Johnny. " 
"No Particular Place To Go" sou 
lot like "School Days" with din 
lyrics, although it is salvaged by a l 
guitar part at the end . 
• Q • 
> 
• .c: .... 
Berry's songs were always simple, 
usually only augmented with a guitar , 
bass, drums and piano. He captured 
the 50s teenage spirit with songs about 
' getting out of school, j umping in a fast 
car, and trying to catch girls "too cute 
to be a minute over seventeen . "  
- known classics as well as some lesser­
known songs . Rarely exceeding three minu Berry' s  songs are rock-n-roll at its m 
basic level : good danceable fun. 
Great Twenty-Eight represents 
quite well, and for the price of a si 
album, it is quite a bargain .  
Along the way he created classic 
songs such as "Sweet Little Sixteen , "  
" Back i n  the USA,"  "Roll Over 
Beethoven , ' '  and the quintessential 
cover number, "Johnny B. Goode. " 
The 28 songs show both Berry's  
strong and weak points . All of the 
great riffs are here, and Berry ' s  lead. 
breaks can be seen to lead directly to 
the later innovations of musicians like 
Pete Townshend and Jimi Hendrix . 
Berry's  power consistently shines 
through , even though he is occasional­
ly held back by the lackluster work of 
What was even more impressive 
about Berry's  accomplishments was 
the fact that he was black.  True , he 
never attained the status of Elvis 
-Kevin Zimmerm 
Un l i kely pai r team up for th ri l l i n g, but too short, '48 H RS.' 
Call me foolish, call me irresponsible, but after 
years of movie viewing I 'd  like to think it smacks of 
precognition. You see, I somehow knew that the 
movie 48 HRS. was going to be the kind of film bet-
ter enjoyed after downing a few beers . 
· 
Not expecting anything too intellectually challeng­
ing in its breadth and scope, I downed a few quick 
Buds before curtain time and entered the theater with 
a couple more secreted on my person to complement 
my popcorn (for that drive-in effect) . · 
Mind you, I .don' t  make a habit of this , but occa­
sionally when r•m out with my hometown buddies , 
we'll use this game /Ian to Jl!ake good movies better 
and bad ones more bearable. 
For instance, about halfway into the staggeringly 
redundant and confusing " 1-Was-a-Teenage­
Bodycount" film Happy Birthday to Me, a friend of 
mine brilliantly summed up the plot with, "I wish 
Jamie Lee Curtis was in this so at least I 'd  know who 
to root for . "  It 's  these kind of drunken profundities 
which make the gambit worthwhile . 
48 HRS. falls effortlessly into the good-to-better 
category, inebriation aside. It 's the kind of fast ,  
loose and violent entertainment I would enj oy 
anytime. And pay to see again. 
Nick Nolte plays a San Francisco detective in 48 
HRS. ,  and he's in a jam.  Forced during a shoot-out 
to give up his weapon to a psychopathic escaped con 
(James Remar), the .convict wastes no time in non­
chalantly blowing away a cop with it .  
With no leads to pursue, Nolte is forced to spring 
one of the psycho's old gang members who's still do­
ing time. Problem is the ex-cohort is Eddie Murphy 
(of "Saturday Night Live" fame) who is .:qually 
displeased with the position he' s  been put in- Calling his character in 48 HRS. "cold-blooded" 
to-chained to a mean white cop for 48 hours . doing him a disservice. He's downright poisonous. 
The action and pacing of the movie speeds from But this is Eddie Murphy's  movie. He' s  the � 
episode to episode, with Nolte and Murphy point of almost every scene he appears in. Ev 
smoothing out the rough spots in verbal ] ousts, before he's  on the screen he has the audie 
establishing their characters'  love/hate relationship . laughing-we hear his falsetto wailing The Poli 
One dialogue the Verge can reprint occurs as Murphy "Roxanne" as Nolte approaches his cell. Quite 
criticizes Nolte' s  choice in wheels-his dilapitated achievement considering 48 HRS. marks his moti 
late-model convertible : picture debut . 
"Man, when you gonna get a real car-get Murphy seems molded for the part of the f yourself some style? " talking convict . When he isn't  busy irritating No " Style ! ? What do you know about style? Look at . he's  pleading with him for some female compani you ! Three-hundred-dollar suit apd you're still a ship at every possible opportunity. The blending lowlife . "  celibate convict sincerity with stand-up co 
Pause. "Yeah, but I look good . "  delivery i s  crudely hilarious. Murphy has quite a 
This marriage is one of convenience, not love . mising future ahead of him, no matter which area 
Following the trail of the bad guys , Nolte and Mur- entertainment he chooses . 
phy trade insults all along the way. It isn' t  long, But let us not forget who is responsible for maki 
however before an uneasy friendship starts to all these elements gel . Director Walter Hill is 
develop ·between the odd couple . slouch at crafting an engaging action film-his 
Thank the casting director for this one. Each of 48 three movies were The Warriors, The Long Ride 
HRS. 's actors seem at home in their parts . Nolte and Southern Comfort. Violent stuff. But in 
gives his laconic, slobbish cop a hard-edged _c
ynicism, HRS. , his usual ballet-like violence has been lessen 
acting and reacting like a young Robert Mitchum as to an abrupt hit-and-run approach, propelling 
he dodges bullets and Murphy's tongue with equal narrative to its next level of gunplay. 
enthusiasm. Their chemistry works well enough to In this real man's format, Hill has everyt · 
overcome occasional story implausibilities (as if we working in his favor . It matters not that the her 
could believe a fight between the two .would end in a and villains exchange gunfire at every turn and k 
draw) . missing . Who wants to see a 20-minute movie? 
And James Remar without a doubt makes the me; I wanted it to go on and on. But as Nolte admi 
scariest screen psychopath since Bruce Dern retired it can't_;._"That's  it. End of story . "  
t o  lighter fare . I t  took m e  a while, but I finally placed 
him-he's in one of my all-time favorite fight scenes 
in the underrated Western saga, The Long Riders. 
What's  new at Short Stop? 
Swiss Miss and Cheddar Burger 
Two hamburger patties with grilled onions, lettuce, 
special sauce, swiss or cheddar cheese all on toasted 
rye bread. 
A nything Else ?? 
3 oz. Melted C heese 
Your choice of Nacho or Cheddar, spiced just right 
for dipping fries, cauliflower, mushroom or zucchini. 
Try it .poured over your favorite Pita Bread Sandwich! 
Call 345-77T/ for deliveryl 
Baicko 'Real Man' Ormiston: 
Happy one year! Much , much . .  
Love , Your 'Old '  Lady 
(name withheld upon request - not ! )  
TV Listings 
2:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Fantasy 
3, 1 0-Guiding Light 









2, 1 5 , 20-Scooby·Doo 
3-Movie :  "The Adventures of 
Robin Hood" ( 1 938) 
1 0-Lassie 
1 2-Sesame Street 




2-Happy Days Again 
1 0-BJ and the Bear 
1 5 ,20-Tom and J erry 
1 7-Hour Magazine 
38-1 Love Lucy 
3:35 p.rn. 
4-Leave it to Beaver 
4:00 p.m. 
2-CHiPs Patrol 
1 0-Little House on the Prairie 
1 2-Mister Rogers 
1 5 ,20-Brady Bunch 




1 2-3- 2 - 1  Contact 
1 5 , 20-Laverne & Shirley 
1 7-People's Court 




, 1 0-News 
3-More Real People 
9-Muppet Show 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5 , 2 0-Happy Days Again 





2 . 3 . 1 0, 1 5 , 1 7  , 2 0-News 





3 , 1 5 ,  1 7 , 20-News 
9-Barney Mil ler 
1 0-More Real People 









1 2-MacNeil , Lehrer Ror.urt 
1 5 , 20-Jeffersons 




2 , 1 5 , 20-Powers of Matthew 
Slar 
3 . 1 0-Dukes of Hazzard 
9-Movie :  "Silver Streak" 
1 1 976) .  
1 2-Wash i n gton Week in  
Review 
1 7 }8-Benson 
7:05 p.m. 
ovie:  "Deadly Dust" 
7:30 p.m. 
1 2-Wall $treet Week 
1 7 ,38-New Odd Couple 
8:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5, 20-Knight Rider 
3 , 1 0-Dallas 
1 2-G,reat Performancer 
9:00 p.m. 
2 1 5 ,20-Remington Steele 




Duncan : A Mighty 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7  , 20-News 
9-lnn News 
1 2-Doctor Who 
3 8-At the Movies 
1 0:05 p.m. 
4-All in the Family 
1 0:30.p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Charlie's Angels 
1 0-Movie: "Nightmare in 
Badham County" 
1 2-PBS Latenight 
1 7 , 38-Nightline 
1 0:35 
4-Movie : "Shoot the Sun 
Down" 
1 1 :00 p.ni. 
3-Movie: "Never Give an In ­
ch" ( 1 9 7 1  ) .  
1 7 , 38-Last Word 
1 1 :30 p.m. 




38-Evening at the improv 
Saturday 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 5 , 20-Hee Haw 
3-News ·1 0-People's Court 
1 2-Flambards 




9-At the Movies 
1 0-Lorne Greene New 
Wilderness 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Diff'rent Strokes 
3, 1 0-Bring 'em Back Alive 
9-Midnight Special 
1 2-Ascent of Man 
1 7 , 38-T . J .  Hooker 
7:30 p.m, 




2, 1 5 , 20-Mama's Family 
3-Movie:  "The Fighter" 
l 1 983) . Unemployed 
mi l lworker hopes to pick up 
quick cash in neighborhood 
bar's boxing contests . Pat 
Hingle . 
9-College Basketball 
1 2-Movie:  " Laura" ( 1 944 ) .  · 
Superb Otto Preminger film 
about murder among the 
denizens of society's upper 
crust. Gene Tierney, Dana 
Andrews. 
1 7 , 38-Love Boat 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Teachers Only 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Family Tree 
1 7 , 38-Fantasy Island 
9:50 p.m. 
4-News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 9 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7  , 20-News 
1 2-Father, Dear Father 
38-Glen Campbell Music 
Show 
1 0:20 p.m. 
1 7-News 
· 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Saturday Night 
3 , -Movie : "Joe Kid" ( 1 9 7 2 ) .  
Trapper-guide. gets caught u p  
in conflict between lan­
downers and evicted Mex­
icans in turn-of·the-century 
western . Clint Eastwood . 
Robert Duval l .  
9-lnn News 
1 0-Benny Hi l l  
1 2-David Susskind 
38-Movie: "The Day the 
. Earth Caught Fire" ( 1 9 6 1  ) .  
Science fiction suspense as 
Earth is thrown out of orbit. 
Edward Judd, Janet Munro.  
1 0:35 p.m. 
1 7-Solid Gold 
1 0:50 p.rri. 
4'-TUSH 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
9-Movie : "Bull itt" ( 1 968 ) .  
Tough police melodrama 
about lone detective tracking 
syndicate killers .  Steve Mc­
Queen . 
1 0-So You Think You Goit 
Troubles? 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
1 0-Maverick 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
1 7 -Dance Fever 
1 1 :50 p.m. 
4-Movie : ' 'The Prince and 
the Showgirl" ( 1 9 5 7 ) .  Regent 
invites showgirl for a "late 
supper" at the embassy. 
Laurence Olivier, Marilyn 
Monroe. 
Midnight 
2-Americas Top 1 0  
1 5 , 20-Madame's Place 
1 2:05 a.m. 
1 7- In Focus 
Sunday 
4:30 p.m. 




3 ,  1 0-CBS News 
1 2-\''JHd America 
1 7-Road to Los Angeles 
38-Hardy Boys 
5:30 p.m. 
2, 1 0 , 1 5 , 2 0-News 
3-Face the Nation 
9-Little House on the Prairie 




2, 1 5 , 20-smurts 
3, 1 0-60 Minutes 
1 2-Austin City Limits 






7 : 00 p . m .  
2 ,  1 5 , 20-CHiPs 
3, 1 0-Arckie Bunker's Place 
1 2-Life on Earth 
1 7 , 3 8-Matt Houston 
7:05 p.m. 
4-Nashville Alive ! 
7:30 p.m. 
3 ,  1 0-Gloria 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Movie :  "Rage of 
Angels" ( 1 983) . TV movie 
based on Sidney Sheldon 
best-seller about a novice 
lawyer involved with a married 
political boss and and am­
bitious attorney. Jaclyn Smith , 
Ken Howard . 
Campus c.llps 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a Prayer Power 
House Friday , Feb. 1 8  at 6 : 00 p . m .  in Charleston Community 
Churc h .  Those who need rides should meet under the U n ion 
Walkway at 5 : 4 5  p . m .  or call 5 8 1 - 3 1 8 5 .  
Campus Clips are published daily, free o f  charge,  a s  a public ser­
vice to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News office two business days before date to be publish­
ed (or date of event) . Information should include event, name of 
sponsoring organization (spelled out - no Greek letter abbrevia­
tions) . date, time and place of event, plus any other pertinent in­
formation .  Name and phone· number of submitter must be includ­
ed.  C li ps containing conflictin g  or confusing information will not be 
run if submitter cannot be contacted: Cl ips will be edited for space 
available. C lips submitted after 9 : 00 a . m .  of deadline day cannot 
be guaranteed publication.  Clips will be run one day only for any 
event. No clips will be taken by phone.  
Crossword Puzzle -4 
:r • 
8 Third line of 36 Actress < • ACROSS 
1 Stage 
6 Tchu ! 
61 End of toast 
62 Garbo role 
63 Govt. group 
toast Dolores ta 39 Heckle ; tease 9 At the top 43 The Terrible 01 10 -- e bisi, the Great, e.g. Italian dish 











11 Time-setting 45 Kind of number phrase 
SO "Do, --12 Lots . . . 15 Galileo's 
birthplace 17 Second line of Hammerstein 16 First line of a 
" Stepquote" 
toast 
18 "Come, let 's 




22 State definitely 
23 Espouse 
25 "Life --
jest" : Gay 
26 Word with top 
DOWN 
1 Enl . men 
2 Vallee's 
salutation· 
3 -- plaisir 
(willingly) 
4 • '.-- Y�
.
shall 









28 Grant Wood 
was one 
31 Theresa or 
Thomas 








56 Island off 
Tuscany 
57 Process unit 





Matt. 7 : 7  
5 Strayed 
6 Hitter's need 
7 Fusses 
33 Beethoven's 





37 French I noun 
38 Unedited 
39 Slowest 
40 Tabard, e.g. 
41 Actress Balin 
42 Pastoral 
compositions 

















59 Baker, to 
Dirksen 
3, 1 0-Jeffersons See page 1 3  of News for a nswers 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
1 7 , 38-Movie :  "Star Trek -
The Motion P icture" ( 1 9 7 9 ) .  
Expensive big-screen rerun of 
famil iar TV series fare . Will iam 
Shatner, Leonard Nimoy. 
8:05 p.m. 
4-Week in Review 
8:30 
3, 1 0-0ne Day at a Time 
9-People to People 
9:00 p.m. 
3 ,  1 0-Trapper Joh n ,  M . D .  
9-News 






1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7  , 20-News 
9-Twilight Zone 
1 2-Doctor in the House 
38-Solid Gold 
1 0:05 p.m. 
4-Jerry Falwell 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-Movie : "Casey's Shadow" 
( 1 9 7 8 ) .  Down-and-out horse 
trainer sees his luck change 
when he takes charge of the 
Thoroughbred in the title role-. 
Walter Matthau , Alexis Smith . 
3-Star Trek 
1 0-Dance Fever 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 5 , 20-Movie : "Breakheart 
Pass" ( 1 9 7 6 ) .  Alistair 
McLean's Old Northwest 
whodunit about an undercover 
agent on a Union troop train 
riddled with murder and 
mayhem . Charles Bronson . 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-Kung Fu 
<;.If it• CAJf 
••• ll�IRS 111/ 
f1�T t>lf' ¢.'26 
�E - I>1.P �.10 
. .  
1 7-News 
38-Solid Gold 
1 1 :05 p,m. 
4-0pen Up • - •  -
1 1 :20· p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
3-Nitecap 
9-Movie : "Uncertain Glory" 
( 1 944) .  A detective's pursuit 
of a criminal takes on a grimly 
ironic twist in Nazi-occupied 
France. Paul Lukas, Errol 
Flyn n .  
1 1 :35 p.m. 
1 7-Austin C ity Limits Encore 
38-Gunsmoke 
1 2:05 a.m. 
1 ?-Community 1 7 
4-Movie : " Desire Under the 
Elms" ( 1 958) .  Family pas­
sions and hatreds in 1 9th­
century New England. Sophia 
Loren,  Anthony Perkins. 
t!>ETT"E � l<,u� To 
T)IE STO "e E  �OJ' noi::E. 
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1.1. Faculty member.s throughout the world are 
; wondering how I, a neophyte pf merely three years in 
� the full-time teaching profession, have been able to � become America's  most revered and envied in-
i structor. . � Assuming that most teachers do not possess my 
'ii natural charming nature and lovable qualities , it is 
'; nonetheless conceivable that many instructors 
� reading this can someday approximate my critically­& acclaimed and universally-admired approach to 
� education, even without extensive formal education :: and with a limited vocabulary. 
� Normally I do not pour out creative juices without 
the lure of hard cash, but in these trying times it 
seems incumbent on me to have you all aspire to the 
greatness that once was ours . It is within this spirit of 
patriotism and service (for my brag sheet) that I 
tender these meatballs of wisdom for the benefit of 
those still struggling for respectability and even 
tolerance. 
· 
For the sake of simplicity, I will simply enumerate 
those tactics, previously unrevealed, which have 
garnered me the accolades of the masses from Cam­
bridge to Gays . 
1 .  Unabashedly offer and accept bribes. 
Most students are susceptible to gifts of any type, 
although cans of beer seem increasingly popular . 
Award these gifts for any reason: coming to class 
sober, covering mouths when sneezing and so forth. 
In no time you will be warming the cockles of all 
your students ' hearts . Soon the mind and soul will 
follow . And, on the other hand, don't hesitate to 
lean hard on your students for what little · they may 
have 'in goods or cash . Demand food, articles of 
clothing, etc . ,  in return for the promise of good 
grades . (Caution: never put these threats in writing) . 
Allocate 1 percent of your gross income for bribes . 
You can deduct it , and you will more than compen­
sate for this meager outlay by shrewdly extorting 
goods and cash from students .  
Particularly vulnerable are advisees whose scholar­
ships are contingent on grades . Urge them to leave 
large amounts o.f unmarked cash with you at regular 
intervals in return for your advice and promise 
(again ,  never in writing) of good grades . . 
Young people will secretly admire your firmness 
and candor as you accrue vast amounts of 
unreported income at their expense . • 
Meatb-al ls  of wisdom 
Soon the entire class will be siding with you fran­
tically as they cast about for new insults to th · 
classmates . You are their leader and they look to y 
tci be the catalyst . A recommended starting po' 
would be to select the shortest student and say, 
"You've lost a lot of height lately, haven't you?" 
3. Foster an atmosphere of fear, suspiciOI 
and hatred. 
Create contests which award only the victors and 
bring humiliation to the vanquished. Encourage 
students to ask questions and then laugh at their 
stupidity when they do (recommended laughter g 
"whoo, whoo, whoo-whaa-whaa-whaa unh, unh, 
unh").  
4. Brag constantly about yourself. 
Whatever anyone else says they've done, simply 
tell them you have done, or can do it better . A certain 
percentage of students will actually believe you and 
admire you for this . 
If anyone should actually call your bl\lff, switch 
the conversation to your· recent triple bypass or 
allude vaguely to "that damn shrapnel . "  (Example: 
you have bragged abut your running marathon races � and one day a student . sees you dragging through 
0 your maximum half-mile at the pace of a slug on the ;§ bottom of a fish bowl . Don't  panic . Grimace and 
c say, "These last 1 0  miles wouldn't  have been so bad ! . 
m if it wasn't  for this damn shrapnel . ") 
� 5 .  Make everyone in the class one­� dimensionaL 
� 
2 .  Make fun of physical deformities . 
Short people are a natural starting point to poke 
fun at in order to have the rest of the class turn on 
them (which puts the rest of the class ,  of course,  on 
your side) . Even if they get mad, the worst that can 
happen is the short student will punch you in the 
kneecap . 
Soon you can have the short people on your side by 
pointing out the extreme case of acne on a tall person 
in the class . The short student will now love you for 
helping him get even , while the pil!lpled per­
son-after a moment or two of hesitation-will 
generally only laugh self-consciously, believing you 
are still his friend (you were on his side earlier) . 
If a student complains of a hangover, call him 
"Jack (or Jill or whatever) Drunk" thereafter. If so­
meone sneezes he or she is forever "Pete (or Pam or 
whatever) Nosecold . ' '  
This spares everyboay from having to find out 
what everyone else is really all about , enabling them 
to free their creative thinking for more important 
things such as excuses for absences . You will sub· 
consciously earn everyone' s  gratitude for sparing 
them needless insight . 
6 .  Poke fun at · evecyone ' s  hometown, 
religion , race or, if all else fails,  the name of 
.their family dog. 
Make every attempt to make them feel inferior and 
understand that they' re number one right after you . 
In other words,  treat them like the real world will. 
-Sam Seymour. Sam is a journalism instructor at 
Eastern. 
SIX PA CKS! 
on1y · s1 se 
. Reg . 
$2 .49 
Diet Rite , RC, & Diet A&W 
BA CKGAMMON 
V20FF �IEllllil 
while they last ! . 
Cc Located In University VI i iage 
If you have at least 
two years of college left. 
you can spend six weeks at 
our Army ROTC Basic 
Camp this summer and earn 
approximately $600. 
And if you qualify, you 
can enter the ROTC 2-
y ear Program this fall and 
receive up to $ 1 ,000 a year. 
But the big payoff 
happens on graduation day. 
That's when you receive 
an officer's commission . 
So get your body in 
shape (not to mention your 
bank account). 
Enroll in Army ROTC. 
For more information, 
contact your Professor of 
Military Science. 
ARMY ROTC. 
BEALL YOU CAM a 
•118 See Cpt. John Napier in Room 3 1 0 ,  AAE rJ 
Call 5 8 1 -5944 
